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T

he recent passing of the Inflation Reduction Act expands
the Affordable Care Act and allows Medicare to negotiate for the price of prescription drugs, in a limited and
phased introduction. This introduces direct government influence
on drug prices, albeit in a phased and small-scale initial deployment. The median launch price of a new drug in the United
States in 2021 was $180,000 for a year’s supply [fewer than 8% of
drugs introduced cost this much in 2008] (1). While drug makers aren’t hiking prices of existing products quite as aggressively
as they did prior to 2019, they continue to rise approximately 5%
a year, according to 46brooklyn Research, a nonprofit drug pricing research firm (1). Patients’ out-of-pocket costs are only 13.3%
of total costs. But these “are ultimately passed on to members of
the public through the premiums they pay to keep their insurance
policies active (40.4%) and the taxes they pay to the government,”
Medicare 31.5%, Medicaid 9.9%, others 4.8% (1).
On August 17, 2022, bluebird bio’s one-time treatment,
Zynteglo, for Beta-thalassemia (liver and heart malfunctions
caused by oxygen deprivation) was approved by FDA and priced
at a record $2.8 million (2). Not only sticker shock, but trendline
increases for median prices are hard to ignore. To defend its cost
structure, bluebird bio’s Chief Operating Officer Tom Klima
pointed out that traditional transfusion intervention can cost
around $6.4 million per patient, and the company will reimburse
80% of the fees if transfusion independence is not achieved after
one treatment with Zynteglo. “We feel the prices we are considering still bring a significant value to patients,” Klima stated (2).
While it is unclear how the cards will play out for bluebird and
Zynteglo, it is instructive to look back to what happened to the
previous most expensive drug, Novartis’ Zolgensma, which in
2019 offered discounts and outcome-based installment payments,
after insurers demurred (3).
While high-priced genetic disorder treatments are here to stay,
I would argue the cost of poor diet, lack of pandemic planning,
poor general infectious disease control, and sporadic exercise, are
a far higher cost to society, and a much more obtainable fix, than
overreacting to either legislative change or wildly expensive niche
treatment options. The cost of overlooking simple public health
overhauls is far more expensive.
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From the Editor

Vaccine Disconnect

W

hile waiting on a freeze-dried
long shelf-life vaccine to be
developed, the United States let
its stockpile of liquid monkeypox vaccine languish and expire. By 2017, all 27,993,370 doses
Chris Spivey is
in the national Jynneos stockpile had expired, the editorial
director of
although the US still had a huge stockpile of BioPharm International.
its other smallpox vaccines (1). While waste per se is shameful,
it’s akin to Greek tragedy when the rise in monkeypox cases
internationally is associated with lost opportunities to improve
millions of people’s lives in sub-Saharan Africa, where smallpox
was eradicated in 1980, and vaccinations halted (2).
Many countries now face a grow ing threat. FDA
Commissioner Robert Califf has been quick to revisit strategies
discussed in the early days of COVID-19 vaccine availability, when production scarcities predominated. This includes
widening the spaces between first and second doses. It also
includes using an “intradermal injection”—where the vaccine is
injected into the skin—rather than injecting into the layer of fat
underneath the skin. Officials believe this smaller dose is able
to produce an equal immunologic response, which currently
seems unclear. But even if true, each vial contains perhaps
enough material for around three times the number of patients,
certainly not sufficient for the crisis. At least that’s the feedback
from frontline healthcare workers. “We are definitely in what
we’re still calling ‘The Hunger Games’ phase of this—where
there’s nowhere near enough doses for the demand,” said Dr
Mark Del Beccaro, assistant deputy chief for Public Health—
Seattle & King County (3).
The new administration route requires using a different
syringe and a different needle. This has required tapping into
a different supply chain network. In addition, administration
under the skin requires a new set of onsite training for staff.
Looking ahead, it’s important to remember our fates are
interdependent no matter what continent you call home. It is
entirely shortsighted to be disconnected from that simple fact.
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Regulatory Beat

New Legislation Overhauls
Medicare Drug Pricing and Benefits
Pharma loses battle to block price negotiations,
but implementation faces many challenges.
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consumers, though, is the provision in the
legislation that extends subsidies for health
insurance provided under the Affordable Care
Act. This extension delays for an additional
three years premium increases for some 13
million individuals who currently receive
discounted coverage for health insurance provided through Obamacare state and federal
exchanges. These subsidies were authorized
during the COVID-19 pandemic and are set
to expire this year without the added $64
billion authorized here to continue the cost
reductions in premiums for three more years.

Most notable is the provision
authorizing Medicare price
negotiations on certain
costly medicines.
MEDICARE OVERHAUL
The changes affecting Medicare drug benefits, however, are significant and calculated
to save the government $10 0 billion over
10 years— but not the $460 billion calculated in earlier reform proposals. The legislation would cap out-of-pocket dr ug costs
for Medicare beneficiaries at $2000 a year
beginning in 2025, a provision likely to benefit more than 1 million seniors, possibly up
to 3 million as more costly therapies come
to market. This measure is part of broader
changes in the design of the Medicare Part
D program, which also eliminate the coverage gap and require manufacturers to shoul-

www.biopharminternational.com
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D

espite extensive opposition f rom
b io ph a r m a c e ut ic a l m a nu f a c t u rers, Democrats in Congress pushed
through leg islation author izing Medicare
to reduce reimbursement for certain pricey
med ic ines a nd to lim it a n nua l inc reases
in dr ug prices. The $740 billion Inf lation
Reduc t ion Ac t of 2 022 ( HR 5376), moreover, will lead to significant changes in the
design of drug benefits for seniors incurring
high costs, shifting much of the liability to
pharma companies.
The drug and health provisions are part
of a broad package of reforms in energy and
tax policy designed to combat global warming and to boost taxes on large corporations
a nd wea lt hy ind iv idua ls (1). Republica ns
unanimously rejected the entire package,
painting the Democrats’ plan as inflationary and fiscally irresponsible. But with all
Democrats backing the reforms, the Senate
was able to approve the measure in early
August, and the House followed suit a week
later to seal this important political victory
for the Biden administration.
The prescription drug provisions
in the bill will largely affect adults
over age 65, as Senate rules blocked
the application of certain cost controls to individual pharmaceutical
sales and to health insurance provided through the market or employment. Commercial plans will not
gain from provisions that penalize
pharma companies for raising prices
Jill Wechsler is each year higher than inflation or
BioPharm International’s from a cap on patients’ insulin outWashington editor, lays at $35 a month.
One boon for health plans and
jillwechsler7@gmail.com.

Regulatory Beat

der a muc h la rger por t ion of
the costs of drugs prescribed for
high-use seniors. Pharma companies also would have to pay large
“rebates” or fees to the government if prices on drugs and biologics increase each year beyond
the rate of inflation. Insulin costs
would be capped at $35 a month
for sen iors, a nd f ree vacc i nes
would be provided for all.
Mo st not able i s t he pr ov i sion authorizing Medicare price
negotiations on cer tain costly
me d ic i ne s, t he holy g r a i l i n
health benefit reform for many
Democrats for decades. Starting
in 2026, this highly contentious
provision will permit Medicare
to negotiate prices on 10 expensive and widely used drugs near
patent expiration date, expandi ng to 2 0 d r ugs a n nu a l ly by
2029. If the manufacturer rejects
the Medicare price, it would pay
a hefty fee to the program, a process that industry has challenged
for being closer to price controls
than to negotiations.
One thing for sure is that there
w ill be considerable jockey ing
a mong biopha r ma compa n ies
over which drugs are put on the
price negotiation list as the new
program shakes out. The process
will seek to establish a Maximum
Fair Price for certain expensive
single-source drugs seven years
after approval and biologics 11
years on the market. And certain
therapies from “small” firms and
or phan dr ugs may be exempt,
provisions sure to affect acquisitions and R&D programs.

LIMITING CURES?
T he Pha r mac e ut ic a l Re s e a rc h
and Manufact urers of A merica
(PhR M A) led a massive assault
on the proposal, with non-stop
television and radio ads predicting long-term harm to patients

www.biopharminternational.com

and the healthcare system (2).
S i m i l a rly, t he B iote c h nolo g y
Innovation Organization (BIO)
has kept up a steady stream of
wa r n i ngs t hat Me d ic a re d r ug
reg u lat ion wou ld l i m it access
to ma ny impor ta nt d r ugs a nd
resu lt i n fewer new c u res for
pat ients (3). PhR M A P resident
Steven U bl has suggested that
industry may file suit to block
negotiations and will challenge
new rules as Medicare moves to
implement the new policy—and
pharma has three years to mount
its opposition.

It’s not clear,
moreover, how these
new policies will
affect state Medicaid
programs and
commercial plans.
Less visible were similar object ion s f r om t he ge ne r ic d r ug
industry to the Medicare price
negotiations. The Association for
Accessible Medicines pointed out
that the likely brand candidates
for spending limits will be widely
used, expensive medicines just as
they become eligible for generic
c o m p e t i t i o n . C o n s e q u e n t l y,
negotiations that lower list prices
w ill leave less room for generic- d r ug m a ke r s to of fe r lower-pr iced a lter nat ives t hat a re
profitable, and very little incent ive for mu lt iple copyc at s to
move into the market. In addition, Medicare drug plans may
have little incentive to give favorable formulary placement to only
slightly less expensive generics.

Biosimila r ma kers have ra ised
simila r issues, as negot iat ions
to lowe r pr ice s on e x p e n sive
biotech therapies could make it
more difficult for competing follow-ons to gain market share and
become profitable.
I t ’s n o t c l e a r , m o r e o v e r ,
how t he s e ne w p ol ic ie s w i l l
a f fec t state Med ica id pro g ra ms a nd com merc ia l pla ns.
C u r b s o n a n nu a l d r ug p r ic e
i nc r e a s e s for Me d ic a r e cou ld
ra ise pr ices for ot her pub lic and private plans. And new
pr ic i n g p ol ic ie s m ay pr omp t
h ig her lau nc h pr ices for new
therapies, change how formularies cover brand and generic products, and alter the design of both
Medicare Part D drug plans and
commercial coverage.
A nother unk now n is the
impact of coverage and pricing
polic y cha nges on invest ment
and innovation in the biopharma
indust r y. Pha r ma a nd biotech
manufacturers have loudly predicted that limits on prescrip tion dr ug revenue from forced
negotiations will curb incentives
to invest in R&D, par tic ularly
development prog rams at new
biotech firms, reducing jobs and
the discovery of many life-saving
medicines. Yet many health analysts reject such dire outcomes,
maintaining that innovation will
cont i nue as t he new prog ra m
spurs competition and benefits
Americans more broadly.
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Cover Story: Drug Delivery Systems

Advances in Drug Delivery and
Areas for Improvement
While a variety of innovations have already impacted the drug
delivery landscape, improving sustainability and having the ability
to make smaller volumes of drug products still require work.

S

ometimes, to fully appreciate modern advances, taking
a glance backward can show just how far an industry
has come.
“Arguably the most significant advances in the history of
drug delivery took place in the 18th and 19th centuries,” says
Elham Blouet, head of biopharma, injectables, and specialty
APIs, Roquette. “Some notable examples include Edward
Jenner’s development of the first ever vaccine for smallpox in
1796, the invention of the syringe in 1853 by Charles Gabriel
Pravaz and Alexander Wood, and the synthesis of the first
commercially available painkiller with Felix Hoffman’s invention of aspirin in 1899.”
Blouet acknowledges in more recent years that, “pharmaceutical brands are gradually shifting their offerings towards
large-molecule biologics due to their improved selectivity and
efficacy. The current barrier to this transition is the fact that
most therapeutic peptides and proteins must be delivered via
injection, but the tide is slowly starting to turn.”
She elaborates further that: “[S]everal brands have begun
developing orally-administered biologics as an alternative to
10
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traditional parenteral delivery forms, giving patients an easier,
quicker, and less invasive way to receive their medication. The
key to formulating successful oral biologics hinges on protecting peptide and protein molecules from the mechanical and
chemical stresses of the manufacturing process.”
Blouet also stresses the importance of conducting extensive
trials to ensure the API(s) can effectively permeate through
the absorption barriers in the gastrointestinal tract.
“The development of complex formulations, such as
nanoparticles or liposomes, also represented a major step forward in ensuring [APIs] are protected within the gastrointestinal tract so they are better able to reach the desired delivery
site,” says Blouet. “We shouldn’t forget the incredible achievement that was the development of the various COVID-19
vaccines either, which have saved so many lives worldwide.
This, in turn, has boosted the development of other vaccines,
particularly in terms of the shift from injectables to innovative
nasal vaccine delivery forms.”
In addition to innovative dosage forms and complex formulations, developments in containment systems are another
www.biopharminternational.com
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Don’t miss the return of the largest global conference on drug delivery devices to an
in-person format to take advantage of networking opportunities and the chance to connect
with numerous vendors and suppliers in the Exhibit Hall!
Join us to be the ﬁrst to know about the advances
that will push the industry forward.
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company specializing in LNP delivadvancement. In the past, patients went
ery technology from R&D to commerto hospitals or outpatient centers to
receive drugs that were delivered in vials, cial development—also points to LNP
delivery as a significant advancement in
which eventually led to the emergence
drug delivery.
of prefilled syringes and autoinjectors.
“Now we’re seeing a rise of on-body
delivery systems,” says Nicolas Brandes, MAINTAINING OPTIMAL
director global product management, DELIVERY: DEVELOPMENT
polymer prefilled system and vial con- VERSUS MANUFACTURING
tainment, West Pharmaceutical Services. “The transition from the development
“There are still many drugs that need
of a delivery system to manufacturing
to be delivered intravenously, requir- depends on product design, process
ing patients to travel, and sometimes to
development, and the overall robustness
stay in a hospital. It’s time-consuming
of both,” says Warne. “If we accept the
both for patients and healthcare provid- premise that a delivery chemistry can be
ers. With on-body delivery systems, the
designed in a formulation lab at a scale
patients can take the same dose at home. suitable for initial clinical studies, then
They don’t have to travel or change their the challenge of scale-up, while signifiroutine. That’s a great advantage.”
cant, should be conquerable.”
Nicholas W. Warne, vice president,
Similar to Warne, Blouet emphapharmaceutical R&D, Pfizer, adds that, sizes the importance of planning and
while parenteral administration with a
establishing strategies upfront for the
needle and syringe is the gold standard
development phase. This approach
for drug delivery, there have been sev- then impacts the transition f rom
eral successful drug delivery approaches
development to manufacturing and
over the past two decades. Specifically, general scale-up.
these technologies have allowed “a par“Strategies to maintain optimal drug
ticular disease mechanism to be treated
delivery are usually defined alongside
effectively, potentially via a compelling
the development of a product’s qualincrease in convenience, which drives
ity target profile,” says Blouet, adding
adherence and moves a market for- that typical considerations for the qualward within a specific therapeutic area,” ity target product profile include the
Warne explains.
intended use in clinical settings; the
According to Warne, there are mul- administration route; the dosage form
tiple examples of enabling technologies, and delivery system; the strength of the
such as antibody-drug conjugates for
dose; and the container closure system.
the treatment of cancer cells and lipid
Other considerations include the release
nanoparticle (LNP) delivery of RNA of the therapeutic moiety and the facto treat diseases, including infective
tors affecting the drug’s pharmacokidiseases. Other examples include deliv- netic characteristics (e.g., dissolution,
ery devices, such as wearable pumps
aerodynamic performance, etc.) and
that allow “sustained or pulsatile deliv- the drug’s quality criteria (e.g., sterility,
ery of medication depending on the
purity, stability, and drug release) approneeds of the patient and mechanism
priate to the intended market for the
of action,” says Warne. Finally, Warne
product.
explains that vaccine adjuvants have
With these factors in mind, the
enhanced the immunogenicity of a
critical quality attributes of both the
number of critical vaccines, enabling
final product and each raw material
billions of children and adults to avoid
are assessed based on their impact on
life-threatening diseases.
the formulation and the manufacturYing Tam, chief scientific officer, ing process, Blouet explains. Due to
Acuitas Therapeutics—a biotechnology
the complexity of producing biological
12
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drugs, processing parameters must also
be defined “to allow a safe and reproducible scale-up of activities from lab
tests to pilot products and commercial
rollout,” adds Blouet.
Warne provides an example of
maintaining optimal drug delivery when
transitioning from development to
manufactur ing, specific al l y f or
unmodified parenterals.
“For unmodified parenterals, this
[scale-up] should be more straightforward as the process should be able to
be scaled through upstream cell culture, downstream purification, and drug
product manufacture,” says Warne.
“For more advanced chemical delivery
systems, it can be more of a challenge
as specific technologies (i.e., LNPs)
may require approaches that cannot be
scaled linearly and may need to take a
scale-up/scale-out approach. This scaleout approach speaks to the need, at times,
to manufacture with multiple parallel
unit operations to ensure consistent
product characteristics.”
Meanwhile, for delivery devices, transitioning from development to manufacturing can also be challenging but not for
the same reasons.
“The component parts of a pre-filled
pen, for example, must be manufactured
with extremely narrow tolerances to
ensure proper assembly and functionality,”
says Warne. “The design and manufacture of each component must be critically
controlled to ensure a high success rate
of drug delivery, especially under life-saving conditions (i.e., epinephrine). Success
in this space depends on the critical partnership between the pen and component
designer, manufacturer, the consistency
of the pen assembly process, and the
design of the drug-containing cartridge
of the syringe into the device.”
Also from a medical device perspective,
Ori Ben-David, PhD, vice president of
R&D, pharmaceutical solutions, Eitan
Medical—a company that provides drug
delivery and infusion solutions, specifically smart infusion pumps and wearable
injectors—emphasizes the importance of
www.biopharminternational.com
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keeping internal and external stakeholders involved from the beginning.
“External stakeholders include the
pharma partner (through the joint definition of product requirements) and
patients (through wearability and usability studies throughout development);
while internal stakeholders include regulatory representatives (defining applicable standards to adhere to throughout
the project, and supporting the submission at the end point of development),
manufacturing representatives (not only
ensuring design for manufacturing, but
also thinking forward to automation for
high-volumes), quality representatives
(ensuring the device is developed and
manufactured according to the company’s quality management system), and
others,” says Ben-David.
Whereas John D. Lewis, CEO, Entos
Pharmaceuticals—a clinical-stage biotechnolog y company developing
non-toxic and redosable genetic medicines—believes that when it comes to
transitioning these therapeutics from
development to manufacturing, “the product is the process.”
“For nucleic acid therapeutics, improvements to the instrumentation, component
processing, and real-time quality analysis methods used to manufacture them,
are important advances towards rapid
upscaling,” says Lewis. “To manufacture a
large number of doses to meet the needs
of patients requires improved flexibility and scalability with high quality and
increased throughput.”
Yet another perspective, provided by
Raj Khakari, vice president of R&D,
Kindeva Drug Delivery—a contract
research, development, and manufacturing organization (CRDMO)—is to consider staying with the same outsourcing
partner during the scale-up process.
“The easiest way to transition from
development to manufacturing is when
you can stay with the same CRDMO,
as this eliminates external handovers
and can greatly smooth the transition
from the internal development team to
the internal manufacturing team,” says
www.biopharminternational.com

Khakari. “When you hand off from a
formulation company to a manufacturing CDMO [contract development and
manufacturing organization], the bestcase scenario is it will cost you time. In
the worst-case scenario, not only can time
and resources be negatively impacted, but
the hand-off between CRDMO and
CDMO can be complicated by different
processes, teams, and equipment.”

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT

Although many advancements have been
made in drug delivery, there is always
room for improvement. According to
Michael Earl, director, pharmaceutical
services, Owen Mumford, sustainability
is one such area.
“One of the big questions in drug
delivery is how it can be made more
sustainable and help achieve the environmental goals many companies are
actively pursuing. With many drug
delivery devices being single-use and
predominantly made of plastic, there is
growing concern about their environmental impact, especially given the
growth in their use in recent years,” says
Earl. “As companies work towards net
zero emissions, there is now more focus
on reusable drug delivery devices as well
as on the materials and methods of disposal, including the potential introduction of circular model ‘take back’ schemes.
Already, many device companies are
conducting a lifecycle analysis on their
products to truly understand the environmental impact of the devices, their manufacturing processes, and the supply chain.”
Other potential areas for improvement include making smaller volumes
of drug products, new procurement
strategies, and streamlining production,
adds Brandes.
“To support the shift to personalized medicine, the industry needs to
pivot from making large volumes of
drug products—tens of millions of
units at a time—to much smaller volumes. Manufacturers need procurement
strategies that tactically fit their supply-chain needs, which is tough to do

under the old model of being locked
into massive production volumes,” says
Brandes. “And the industry needs to
get better at streamlining production.
During COVID, vaccine producers
were struggling to secure primary packaging materials. There was an increased
demand for vials, elastomeric stoppers,
and seals. This should be seen as an
opportunity to rethink drug delivery, to
look at different approaches and materials so that the pharma industry will be
better prepared for crisis situations.”
In addition to better drug delivery via
potency and safety, Tam explains that for
LNP delivery of mRNA to improve, the
development of delivery systems that can
target tissues and cells outside of the liver
must be realized.
“Currently, LNP efficiently targets
hepatocytes following intravenous delivery through association with endogenous
apolipoprotein E (ApoE); thus, specifically targeting hepatocytes through
ApoE receptors,” says Tam. “In the future,
minimizing hepatocyte uptake by minimizing ApoE association and adding
targeting information to the surface of
LNP that redirects the delivery systems
to non-liver tissues and cell types will further expand the clinical utility of this type
of drug delivery technology.”
David Bunka, chief technical officer, Aptamer Group—a biotechnology
company specializing in aptamers—also
speaks to improvements for specific treatments and disease states, specifically for
cancer treatment.
“Targeted drug delivery has shown
promise in cancer treatment using previously developed antibody ligands.
Beyond this, the conjugation of
N-Acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) to
gene therapy payloads has proven effective in targeting hepatic tissue, showing increases of approximately 10-fold
in liver targeting over the use of antisense oligonucleotides alone (1),” says
Bunka. “Though targeted drug delivery systems continue to expand clinical
Contin. on page 37
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Industry 1VQ Solutions:
Change of Lot or Extension of
Shelf-life of Reference Standard
Change of lot or extension of reference standard shelf-life is considered
low risk and should be downgraded from prior-approval to
being managed in the Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS)
only based on a science and risk-based approach.

T

he International Council for Harmonisation’s (ICH’s)
Q10, Pharmaceutical Quality System, Annex 1 describes
potential opportunities to enhance science and riskbased regulatory approaches to post-approval changes (PACs)
as follows: when a company can “demonstrate effective PQS
and product and process understanding”, this is an opportunity to “optimize science and risk-based PAC processes to
maximize benefits from innovation and continual improvement” (1). Current regulatory mechanisms and guidance for
PACs do not consider the company’s latest product and process knowledge when determining the type of filing required
to implement the change. Further, the application of ICH
Q9, Quality Risk Management (2), or the effectiveness of the
company’s pharmaceutical quality system (PQS) to manage
PACs, is not considered during the assessment of individual
PACs, or during inspections. Demonstrating a detailed under14
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standing, effective implementation, and compliance with ICH
Q10, will allow companies to overcome barriers to continual
improvement and innovation. Additionally, it will help mitigate drug shortages in the global pharmaceutical supply chain
by allowing faster implementation of PACs and reduce the
burden on both industry and regulators.
This specific PAC example of changing a lot or extending
the shelf-life of a Reference Standard (RS) has demonstrated
the application of the principles outlined in ICH Q9, Q10,
Q12 (3) irrespective of current national or regional reporting
MARIE-CLAIRE BECKERS is global subject matter expert for QC
Materials and Samples Management, and DELPHINE COLLETE is
global subject matter expert for QC Materials Management; both at
GSK Vaccines. JULIE BARTHUET, is head Regulatory CMC&D Vaccines,
and THIERRY GASTINEAU is global head quality innovation, Culture &
Engagement; both at Sanofi Vaccines.
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category and concluded that it could be
managed in the PQS only, rather than
as a prior-approval change submission
when meeting pre-determined criteria.
This position paper is part of a series
of industry case studies intended to
demonstrate the standard application
of the principles outlined in “Effective
Management of Post-Approval
Changes in the Pharmaceutical
Quality System (PQS)—Through
Enhanced Science and Risk-Based
Approaches: Industry One-Voice-ofQuality (1VQ) Solutions” (4).
This PAC example and the 1VQ for
PAC Initiative are sponsored by the
chief quality officers from more than 20
pharmaceutical companies (5).

CURRENT STATE FOR
A CHANGE OF LOT OR
THE EXTENSION OF
SHELF-LIFE OF RS

A RS is a material used as a quantitative
or qualitative comparator in the release
or stability testing of APIs, drug products (pharmaceuticals/biologicals), or
intermediate products. A RS can be a
certified reference material (e.g., United
States Pharmacopeia [USP] or European
Pharmacopoeia [Ph.Eur.]), a commercially supplied material, or a material
prepared in-house. Both chemical and
biological standards (termed as primary
reference standard or a working standard) can be used as RS.
Regulatory authority prior-approval
is required in several countries for
changes associated with introduction of
a new lot of RS or with shelf-life extensions for the RS even when there are no
changes to the product quality, patient
safety, or drug product efficacy, or to the
manufacture of the RS.
Differences in regulatory requirements between countries are observed
and range from no requirement to
submit the PAC to regulatory authorities, to major variation as type II in
the European Union, or prior-approval
passing through annual reportable, notification, and minor variations.
16

The use of approved qualification
protocol to downgrade the level of submission is accepted by some regulatory
authorities but not all.
Differences in regulatory requirements
between countries are shown in Table I.
Note: Only some countries are included
in this table. Visit BioPharmInternational.
com for a complete list.
Drug shortage situations, in particular
for vaccines, caused by stock-out of a RS
lot, either because it reached its expiry
date, or it was fully consumed, could in
many cases be avoided by extending shelflife using sound scientific and risk-based
assessment principles or introducing a
new RS lot in a timely fashion. However,
for countries requiring regulatory authority approval prior to implementation
of such a change, the approval process
usually varies between 18 to 24 months
from submission at an international level,
until the last national regulatory authority
has approved the change. This lengthy
approval timeline can lead to drug shortages. Although companies are carefully
planning the supply and use of each RS
lot, they are not always in full control of
the rate of consumption particularly when
drug product demand suddenly changes
or if regulatory authorities make a sudden
increase in their request for RS samples
for their own testing.
This PAC example demonstrates
how applying a science- and risk-based
approach using laboratory control strategies including qualification protocol, comprehensive implementation planning, and
bundling of changes can support a faster
implementation of this type of PAC.
This position paper describes how
ICH Q9, ICH Q10, and Q12 can provide the basis for regulatory relief for the
change of lot or the extension of shelf-life
of RS when it presents no additional risk
to product quality and/or patient safety
and minimal regulatory risk.

EXAMPLE: SCOPE

This practical PAC example applies science- and risk-based concepts from ICH
Q9, Q10, and Q12 to the change of lot
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or extension of the shelf-life of a RS used
in a test already registered, so that such
changes can be implemented timely utilizing the framework of an effective PQS
and without extensive regulatory burden.
The scope covers RS used in qualitative
assays or quantitative assays.
Industry 1VQ for PAC position
for change of lot or extension of
shelf-life of reference standard

ICH Q12, Technical and Regulatory
Considerations for Pharmaceutical Product
Lifecycle Management, provides regulatory
flexibility for post-approval changes to
the product or its manufacturing process based on latest product and process
knowledge, sound scientific and riskbased approaches (3).
The industry 1VQ for PAC position
is that the change of a lot or extension
of the shelf-life of a RS can be managed in the PQS only, without prior
regulatory authority approval, provided
pre-registered acceptance criteria are met.
It is recommended for each PAC that
the company shares its testing and acceptance criteria for introducing a new lot or
extending the shelf-life of a RS with regulatory authorities in the form of a qualification protocol/plan. This document
would be the basis for changes of lot or
extension of shelf-life of a RS without
the need to submit documentation for
each specific PAC.
The industry 1VQ for PAC position
is that information about the lot reference number or expiry date should not be
required in the marketing authorization
dossiers. If, for historical reasons, the reference standard lot number or expiry date
is mentioned in the dossier for those RSs,
this information should not be considered
as an “Established Condition” (per ICH
Q12 definition) but only informative, and
the reference number can be removed in
the context of any future variation application impacting the concerned Common
Technical Document (CTD) sections.
This will allow faster implementation
of this type of change and optimize the
testing network for timely and efficient
www.biopharminternational.com
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Table I. Regulatory reporting category in different countries. CQA is critical quality attributes. CPP is critical process parameters.

Countries/Region

Registration of new batch of working standard used for quantitative
or semi-quantitative test (e.g., in-house lot to in-house lot)
(The new lot is declared with its shelf life when applicable)
Methodology
Is there an approved qualification protocol/information?
No

European Union

Shelf-life extension for
an already registered
working standard batch

Yes

Without comparability data:
Type II

No reporting

With comparability data:
Type IB

Type IB

Annual notification:

Canada

Notifiable change

United States

Prior-approval submission

Australia

International variation
(self-assessable change)

China

International variation
(self-assessable change)

Ghana, Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), India,
Israël, Peru, Philippines,
Russia, Switzerland,
Turkey, Vietnam

International variation
(self-assessable change)

Annual notification
notifiable change: if the test is a
potency test, or concerns a test related
to a CQA or CPP

Annual report

International notification
(self-assessable change)
International variation (if impact on
batch release protocol)
No reporting (if no impact on batch
release protocol)

International variation

if protocol registered
Notifiable change: if no
protocol registered or if the
RS is for a key quality control
or in process control assay
If protocol registered:
annual report
If no protocol registered:
prior-approval submission
International variation
(self-assessable change)

International variation

International variation

International notification—
MIV-2 C14

Singapore

International variation
(MiV1 – B14)

WHO

No reporting in case of “a change of
a reference Standard that is qualified
as per an approved calibration/
qualification protocol” with no impact
on Module 3 /no commitment of
submission made in the approved
protocol: no submission required

Annual report
Change type R

Annual report
Change type R

International variation

Annual report
Change type R

*International variation must be understood as a variation that needs to receive approval before the change can be implemented.

testing and disposition of product. In
addition, it will contribute toward meeting the ICH Q10 objectives of achieving product realization, establishing and
maintaining a state of control, and continual improvement.
As part of a company’s change control process, a science- and risk-based
approach with appropriate justification
will be documented in the PQS for
each change of lot or the extension of
shelf-life of RS.
www.biopharminternational.com

STANDARD
RISK-BASED APPROACH

Figure 1 (4) describes the standard
risk-based approach that can be used for
assessment of a PAC to change a lot or
to extend shelf-life of RS. Application
of this risk-based assessment should
demonstrate that the change does not
increase the risk to product quality and/
or patient safety.
The following steps are completed
to assess the impact and risks associ-

ated with a change of lot or extension
of shelf-life of RS as described in the
scope section.
Step 1: change proposal

When a PAC to change a lot or to
extend shelf-life of RS is proposed, the
potential quality, safety, efficacy (QSE),
and legal/regulatory impact of the
change needs to be considered during
the initial high-level impact assessment.
This impact can be assessed by using

September 2022
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Figure 1. Risk-based assessment of post-approval changes (PACs) and determination of regulatory reporting category (4).
QRM is quality risk management. PQS is pharmaceutical quality system.
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fication/extension strategy and
met the acceptance criteria
described in a submitted and
approved protocol as established
condition (EC). The approach
and level of detail given in justifying ECs for qualification/
extension of a RS is a company decision, and may depend
upon other elements associated
with the overall control of the
product. The approach must be
adapted to ensure the absence of
QSE impact.
• Legal/regulatory impact in the
above-mentioned situations. There
is an absence of any legal or regulatory obligations which would
require reporting to regulatory
authorities. If there is a regulatory
impact per local/regional regulation,
a more detailed risk assessment
should be performed to define the
reporting category of the change.

Step 2: change evaluation

When the initial impact assessment indicates that there is no additional potential
QSE risk and no legal/regulatory impact,
no additional risk assessments are needed.
The change is managed directly in the
company’s PQS only.
Steps 3 and 4:
change implementation,
review, and closure

Change implementation, review, and
closure should be performed according
to the change management process. The
outcomes of the impact and risk assessments (if needed) will be integrated into
the change implementation plan. After
implementation of the change, residual
risks should be assessed and managed to
acceptable levels prior to change closure;
any unintended consequences or risks
introduced as a result of the change
should be evaluated, documented, and
handled adequately through effectivewww.biopharminternational.com

FIGURE COURTESY OF THE AUTHORS.

the following risk questions: What
might go wrong with the new RS or
with the extended shelf-life? Why and
how could this happen?
This initial impact assessment should
consider an absence of:
• QSE impact for:
o RS used for qualitative tests
intended to give a pass/fail
result, or for all quantitative tests
not considered as biological or
potency tests, as these RSs do
not need an extensive qualification as a RS used for quantitative biological or potency tests.
Standards used in quantitative
tests not considered as biological
or potency tests have a well-defined composition and structure.
They are highly characterized
and controlled.
o RS used for potency or biological assays if the change is
performed according to quali-

Quality: Industry 1VQ Solutions

ness verification mechanisms. In case
several changes are introduced at the
same time or related to each other, the
company should assess the cumulative
effect of the changes.
If ECs are not met (strategy and/or
acceptance criteria) or if there is no EC
registered, the initial impact assessment
should consider a potential QSE and
legal/regulatory impact for these changes
as well as all the other changes related
to RS not included in the scope of the
document and managed through a prior-approval submission.

DEMONSTRATING EFFECTIVE
MANAGEMENT OF A CHANGE
OF LOT OR EXTENSION OF
SHELF-LIFE OF REFERENCE
STANDARD WITHIN THE PQS

The following risk control elements
have been considered for ensuring
effective management of the change
of lot or extension of shelf-life of RS
within the PQS:
• It is not triggered by any out-oftrend results or out-of-specification results.
• Statistical analysis (e.g., extrapolation linear regression) shows
the RS parameters and/or values of control(s) generated with
the RS remain within acceptance
range throughout the proposed
shelf-life extension.
The completion of qualification
activities and the implementation of
this change will be documented and
tracked within the change management PQS element.
This change should be included in
the annual product quality review and
reported to concerned regulatory authorities through the annual or periodic regulatory reporting mechanism as appropriate.
The Pharmaceutical Inspection
and Co-operation Scheme (PIC/S)
Recommendation Paper on How
to Evaluate and Demonstrate the
Effectiveness of a Pharmaceutical Quality
System in Relation to Risk-based Change
Management (6) provides a practical
www.biopharminternational.com

checklist tool that can be used by the
company to evaluate the effectiveness of
its risk-based change management process.

CONCLUSION

This position paper provides a standard and enhanced risk-based approach
within the f ramework of an effective PQS that can be utilized by any
company to gain regulatory flexibility,
reduce the burden and global complexity, and enable faster implementation of
a PAC for a new lot of RS or extension
of its shelf-life, without increasing risk
to the patient and/or product quality,
safety, and efficacy.
The benefits of practical application
of the principles of ICH Q9, Q10, and
Q12 as described in this document are
continual improvement with timely
(weeks or months vs. years) implementation of such PACs, enhancing product
availability and mitigating potential drug
shortages, focusing regulatory resources
on PACs that may have a potential to
impact product quality as it relates to
safety and efficacy, reducing the regulatory review and approval burden for
medium- and low-risk changes, and faster
implementation of new knowledge and
innovative technologies (if applicable).

ABOUT THE 1VQ
FOR PAC INITIATIVE

Many PACs require regulatory agency
approval by individual countries
before implementation. Because of the
global regulatory complexity, individual PACs usually take years for full
worldwide approval even when they
reduce patient risk, improve compliance,
or enhance the manufacturing process
or test methods.
Senior quality leaders (chief quality
officers and heads of quality) from more
than 20 global pharmaceutical companies are speaking with “One-VoiceOf-Quality” (1VQ) to advocate for an
effective management of specific PACs
that currently are handled as a prior-approval change in some countries, but
where a standard science and risk-based

approach concludes that these should be
downgraded to a notification or handled
only in the PQS. This benefit would
be a reduction of the implementation
timeline from years to months with no
increased risk to patient safety.
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Development

Streamlining Bulk mAb Manufacturing
The projected growth in the biosimilars market
will require increased bulk mAb manufacturing.

W

ith biosimilars entering the market, and more
expected to reach the market in the near future,
the need for good manufacturing practice (GMP)
compliance is growing more crucial for bulk monoclonal
antibody (mAb) manufacturing. Beyond innovator biologics,
biosimilars are expected to account for much of the bulk mAb
manufacturing in the future. The global biosimilars market
is projected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of
23.5% from 2021 to 2026 and is expected to reach $44.7 billion by 2026, up from $15.6 billion in 2021 (1). The growth
of biosimilars is attributed to the rise in chronic diseases and
demand for less costly therapeutics.

BULK MANUFACTURING CHALLENGES

Although commercial manufacturing of mAbs has been
streamlined over the years due to advancements in technology and the continual evolution of regulatory understanding
for these compounds, the complex nature of antibodies still
presents challenges for biopharma companies as well as development partners, points out Carrie Mason, associate director,
Biologics R&D PAT/Automation, Lonza.
The production of mAbs involves highly complex biological processes that require strategic supply chain management
and deep theoretical and working knowledge of the antibody.
20
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Because of this, building and investing in facilities specialized
in the manufacturing process can be resource-intensive; thus,
choosing the right development partner is critical to the success of that antibody therapy, Mason explains.
“There are challenges and limitations when manufacturing
monoclonal antibody doses. One limitation is that it is dependent on how much the bioreactors can produce and the dosage
needed for the final product. As an industry, we are striving to
increase titer output from bioreactors, increasing productivity to meet rising demands. However, the challenge faced by
continued intensification is product quality. Ensuring that the
product continues to be consistently expressed and recovered in
the desired structure can be challenging,” says Mason.
Other examples of challenges during the production of
recombinant products, including mAbs, include timely delivery, review, and integration of processing data generated by
a diverse set of manufacturing operations, adds Christopher
Kistle, principal scientist, Biologics Product Development,
Catalent Biologics.
Kistle points out that the data operations in mAb production
can pose a challenge because information needs to come from
connected online systems, including bioreactor control systems,
non-connected systems—such as laboratory information management system (LIMS) repositories—and from manual operwww.biopharminternational.com
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ations where data are locally recorded in
documentation. “All data need to come
together to enable real-time processing
decisions across these diverse unit operations, and delays due to offline analytical
testing can result in long intermediate
hold times that place stress on even the
most robust processes,” he states.

The production
of mAbs involves
highly complex
biological processes
that require
strategic supply
chain management.
Stability is also a key challenge faced
during the bulk manufacture of mAbs,
emphasizes Mason. The initial challenge
in terms of stability is glycosylation and
how to control it during manufacture.
Ensuring the correct glycosylation is critical, Mason confirms. “Glycosylation is a
complex process susceptible to changing
process variables, and challenges arise
with creating enough data to characterize a process. Existing testing methods
for glycosylation can be time-consuming
and resource intensive,” she says.
Another factor in ensuring the
stability of the mAb product is what
happens to that product outside of
the laboratory, such as during its journey from the clinic to the doctors and
patients. “The methods for how protein-based therapeutics are stored, distributed, and administered can affect
stability, and, unfortunately, there is little
research on stability outside of manufacturing sites,” says Mason. “To help solve
this, Lonza participates in the RealWorld Handling of Protein Drugs—
Exploration, Evaluation, and Education
(RealHOPE) project to identify critical
factors contributing to protein instability
22

during handling and use [those factors]
as a starting point to improve testing
during drug development and improving the education on its handling by the
clinicians and/or patients.”

STREAMLINING WITH PAT

The implementation of process analytical technologies (PAT) has become
standard in many biopharmaceutical development programs these days.
Furthermore, technology partners have
incorporated analytics into more process equipment, remarks Mason. In
mammalian cell culture, for example,
screening and optimization tools are
more widely used both in clonal cell
line development and in cell culture.
Such tools aid in accelerating the time
to clinic for high yield, robust processes.
“Single-use technologies are playing a
more important role in both small molecules and biologics. In combination with
closed process systems and ballroom processing concepts, facilities can be configured for concurrent manufacturing. In
antibody production, for example, these
technologies allow a company to configure processes from standard to next-generation formats such as bi-specifics or to
process high titer or other challenging
processes,” Mason says.
PAT has improved many areas across
the process of recombinant protein
manufacture, notes Kistle. The tools
that are now available serve to reduce
the impact of manufacturing deviations
through either accurate automated process control, or through use as an analogous analytical method, he explains. “In
the second scenario, the time required
to investigate and close a deviation is
reduced, freeing facility staff to work on
other priorities,” Kistle says.
“Incorporating PAT into downstream development affords greater
understanding of a process, which gives
greater opportunity for optimization and
ensuring it is robust when transferred
into manufacturing,” adds Marcia Kary,
principal scientist, Biologics Product
Development, Catalent Biologics.
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One strategy that has thus far been
successful in improving process control over bulk mAb manufacturing is
the quality-by-design (QbD) approach.
QbD can be used to identify optimal
process controls that can be used for
consistent manufacture.

Another factor
in ensuring the
stability of the mAb
product is what
happens to that
product outside of
the laboratory.
“QbD takes into account large
amounts of data to create processes
optimized for the best results, and
it is aligned with regulatory and
industry efforts to ensure efficiency,
safety, and quality of medications.
This strategy enables us to identify
and optimize robust process controls
to boost the bulk manufacture of
mAbs and consistently create quality
products,” says Mason.
Mason notes that Lonza is currently
working to create a moderative controller to directly influence glycosylation for mAb manufacturing. “With
access to a treasure trove of data, we
are generating a case study that will
allow the consistent reproduction
of a specific amount of glycosylated
antibody that can be used for a whole
panel of attributes that control the
quality of the antibody,” she explains.
The company can thus create a high
degree of predictability across several
quality attributes, which allows it to
identify and select specific quality
attributes in the product that can be
maximized for consistent commercial
Contin. on page 44
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Upstream Processing

How Predictive Modeling Can
Benefit Bioreactor Performance
A predictive modeling approach can offer tighter
process control, which can optimize bioreactor output.
FELIZA MIRASOL

A

s the biopharmaceutical industry moves towards automated processes, technologies that allow biomanufacturers to predict outcomes and troubleshoot issues is
becoming increasingly useful. Predictive modeling is one such
technology that may be used to optimize bioreactor performance.
The issue of bioreactor control has become increasingly
important because of the difficulty inherent in controlling
the behavior of the living cells used in cell culture systems (1).
Despite having a well-designed control scheme, a bioreactor
can still exhibit poor performance. As such, an approach that
includes predictive modeling can be an advantage in developing process controls for bioreactor performance.

Grispb/Stock.Adobe.com

PREDICTIVE MODELING APPROACH

One advantage of using predictive models is that these
models enable a data-driven approach, which can assist in
accelerating process development, says Tania Pereira Chilima,
chief technology officer, Univercells Technologies. Chilima
explains that these models allow users to gain a deeper
process understanding, which, over time, helps to limit the
development resources needed.
www.biopharminternational.com

“This approach can be used in both batch and continuous processing and can perhaps be even more useful
in continuous processing due to the increased number
of variables to understand and control (e.g., perfusion
rates). Gaining all of these data in real time allows for a
faster learning curve and helps to ensure a reproducible
process,” Chilima states.
Edita Botonjic-Sehic, director of Analytics at Pall,
notes that predictive modeling combines tools and
technology “to collect real-time process data and turn it
into meaningful information for the long run”. Predictive
modeling technology does this by using mathematical
algorithms to turn data streams that are pulled f rom
batch or continuous processes into meaningful and
targeted assumptions.
“You can think of it like the Amazon algorithm that uses
search and purchase data to make certain assumptions and
suggestions. Over time, that information becomes richer,”
Botonjic-Sehic explains. “When we take this approach to
bioprocessing, it allows the prediction of process conditions,
such as outcome of glucose feed rate during the process.”
September 2022
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While predictive modeling can be
used in both batch and continuous
processes, it is, however, currently
more challenging to successfully apply
to continuous processing, BotonjicSehic says. Companies are working to
fill in the gaps with batch and continuous predictive modeling solutions
that help achieve better outcomes.

UPSTREAM CHALLENGES
FOR MODELING TO SOLVE

The upstream processing stage can be
challenging. For one thing, upstream
proteins are not pure and need to be
differentiated, and on top of that, there
are multiple attributes and parameters that need to be monitored and
controlled with analytical devices to
maintain process conditions, BotonjicSehic points out. These parameters
include temperature, pressure, dissolved oxygen, pH, and critical quality
attributes (CQAs)—all of which need
to be part of the model.

The issue of
bioreactor control
has become
increasingly
important.
“Multi-variant statistical tools are
required to come up with the right
models because of the complexity and
interactions of attributes in the bioreactor; the need for the right tools
to measure attributes in real time is a
need, and, even when data are acquired,
there is still a challenge to translate
such data into meaningful information
that is ultimately used for prediction,”
Botonjic-Sehic states.
Analytical tools such as Raman
spectroscopy are commonly used
along with other complex spectroscopic techniques to allow for measuring analytes and for predicting
24

information by using pre-determined
“We expect to see different types of
models. Botonjic-Sehic says that
models and approaches that take into
the industry is making the effort to
consideration a multitude of processes,”
find new solutions to support better
adds Botonjic-Sehic. She notes that
predictive modeling.
more work is being done in the space
“ The ability to monitor all the
to offer an enabling and standardized
CQAs of cell growth using predictive
platform approach to predictive modmodels would be valuable not only
eling from the discovery phase through
in streamlining the use of glucose, to commercial scale.
nutrients, and metabolites, but also in
drastically reducing overall process
waste and development time. The
ability to predict cell viability and
titer concentration is also helpful to
aim for the right amount of protein
to get pushed [into downstream processing], which is a much purer product,” Botonjic-Sehic explains.
Furthermore, many advancements
have been made in the bioreactor
space, and Pall itself is also working
Another innovative tool that can
on its own solutions. “The key here
enable predictive approaches in upstream
is modeling bioreactors f rom small
processing is the microbioreactor. This
scale forward. The ability to demon- is an area on which Univercells has
strate feasibility early in processes
been placing significant focus because
will be critical to lowering costs
microbioreactors can be used to coland increasing accessibility. We need
lect an immense amount of data withcross functional solutions that enable
out significant resources, says Chilima.
the measuring, monitoring, predict- “When the operation of these bioreactors
ing, and controlling of processes,” is automated, the costs of developing
Botonjic-Sehic says.
reliable predictive models can decrease
significantly. Taking down the barrier
of
cost will facilitate more innovation
DESIGN INNOVATION
Predictive modeling approaches in
in the space and continue evolving the
the upstream may also impact design
modality spread in the industry. It is an
innovations or accessory development
exciting time to be in development and
moving forward.
manufacturing,” Chilima remarks.
Chilima notes that the industry has
“ This is a sweet spot for Pall,”
definitely seen an increased amount
emphasizes Botonjic-Sehic. The comof process analytical technologies
pany continues to build out both its
(PAT) being developed, for example. small- and large-scale offerings. “We
PAT enables automated-real time data
recognize the industry need for flexible
collection. “Some of these tools also
models that streamline development
enable different types of data to be
and enable efficient and reliable tech
collected with a single probe, which is
transfer. The idea is to align this flexa real advantage. Lately we have also
ibility with strong modeling and preseen significant advances in software
dictive maintenance functionality from
development with a number of tools
the microbioreactor forward.”
that centralize data collection and
analysis to facilitate the development
REFERENCE
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Predictive modeling
approaches in the
upstream may
also impact design
innovations.
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Downstream Processing

Approaches to Scaling Up
Chromatography Processes
Scaling up chromatography resins requires a thorough
understanding of their intended use.
GRANT PLAYTER

CHALLENGES IN SCALE-UP

BioPharm: What are the most frequent challenges that
occur when scaling up chromatography resins? Are there any
that you feel are of particular importance?
Ihre: From a resins manufacturer perspective, model systems and analytical methods need to be designed and developed to reflect the customer’s needs. This can be challenging
since resins are used for a variety of processes but also for
different target molecules. Hence, there are defined and limited
sets of analyses and methods that need to capture what could
influence the performance of the resin when scaling up to
ensure consistent performance in each customer’s process.
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From a user perspective, it is important to consider that
each resin comes with its own specification range, which
means the full range needs to be evaluated during process
design and scale-up to ensure that a robust process is developed that can handle all process variations from both a raw
materials and process related perspective.

ADVANCES IN CHROMATOGRAPHY RESINS

BioPharm: Are there any recent advances that have
improved the technology surrounding chromatography resins
and/or the scale-up thereof?
Ihre: There have been several new chemistries invented for
resin design and the processes on how to use the resin that has
positively impacted scale-up and cost. Process intensification—
meaning, the ability to produce more products in less time
and at a lower cost—has been a key improvement over the last
decade. This is often a combination of improving the actual
throughput by increased base matrix rigidity, combined with
fine-tuning the pore structures and the ligand features. Also,
new methods on how to clean resins between cycles have been
developed, allowing for increased resin lifetime.
www.biopharminternational.com
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S

cale-up is a challenging process that must take various
factors into account, including the desired and existing manufacturing capacity as well as intended use
functions. BioPharm International spoke with Henrik Ihre,
global director of strategic technologies at Cytiva, to get a
perspective on scaling up chromatography resins, specifically
frequent challenges unique to this process and recent and
upcoming advances in the field.

Downstream Processing

THE SCALE-UP PROCESS

BioPharm: What is your company’s
process for scale-up? What are some
considerations that are often overlooked by those not directly involved in
the process?
Ihre: The key consideration during
scale-up is always to ensure high
and consistent product quality of
the up-scaled manufacturing process.
While scaling up or transferring a process, it may be tempting to also implement changes and improvements, which
could be the right thing to do. However,
such changes and improvements must
be validated in a way that does not negatively impact the customer experience.
In most cases, the same performance is
required for a resin that comes from a
new and scaled-up manufacturing process. An improvement from the supplier
may not be seen as an improvement by
the end-user.

Ihre: Recently, we have seen several new modalities such as messenger RNA, adeno-associated vectors,
and oligonucleotides filling up the
biologic pipelines. However, mAbs
and antibody f ragments will continue to be a solid foundation of the
industry for years to come, and this is
why innovations in this area continue
to be important.

“To scale up and
down will always
be important
for suppliers
and manufacturers
of APIs …”
—Henrik Ihre,
Cytiva

INNOVATIONS ON
THE HORIZON

BioPharm: Focusing on monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs), specifically, can
you talk about some upcoming innovations that may be on the horizon?
What do you envision as the next step
of the technology?

In short, I believe we will see some
further fine-tuning and improvements
of the protein A resins in terms of
process intensification. Perhaps the
biggest steps will be taken within

specific affinity resins and processes
focused on antibody fragments where
the traditional protein A resins may
not be the best alternative.

SITUATIONAL FOCUS

BioPharm: Is there anything else of
interest you would like to discuss?
Ihre: To scale up and down will
always be important for suppliers and
manufacturers of APIs to meet variations in market demand. However, the
focus may be different depending on
the situation. For instance, when scaling up an existing resin for an already
existing API process, the key focus is
to ensure the very same performance
for the scale-up resin.
However, when designing a new
API process, the focus should also
be on designing the entire API process in such a way that all possible
variations have been considered in
advance, ensuring a process that could
be scaled up or down independently
of variations in raw materials and
normal process variations. Working
according to the basic principles of
quality by design will ensure successful and predictable scaling of processes both for resin suppliers and
manufacturers of APIs. ◆
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Closure Options Expand
Product safety and security are paramount when
it comes to container closures.

T

he closure market continues to expand. Worldwide
demand for caps and closures is expected to grow at
a 5.6% compound annual growth rate between 2022
and 2026, according to a report from Future Market Insights.
Pharmaceutical applications will help spur that growth, particularly with the development of innovative child-resistant designs
and more sustainable, often lighter weight, options (1).
When considering caps and closures for pharmaceutical products, manufacturers and contract packagers express concerns about
container/closure integrity; product, patient, and caregiver safety;
tamper evidence; child resistance; precise dispensing; and easeof-use by consumers who lack dexterity and strength. In addition,
any changes in cap/closure design or application equipment must
integrate seamlessly on filling lines.
To provide tamper evidence and an indication of first-opening
on syringes and vials at point-of-use, Schreiner MediPharm has
developed label-based security concepts. For example, its CapLock security label/cap adapter combination for luer-lock syringes
features a plastic cap adapter placed on the primary closure of the
syringe and interlinked with it to equalize the diameter differences
of the syringe body and closure. Subsequently, a label is applied on
conventional labeling equipment and wraps around the syringe
body and cap adapter. “When a user opens the syringe cap, the
label is partially destroyed, thus clearly and irreversibly indicating
28
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that the cap has been opened,” reports Gene Dul, president of
Schreiner MediPharm US. “The utilization of Cap-Lock in daily
healthcare settings is particularly easy and safe; the syringe can be
opened as usual and, due to the larger diameter, the adapter is easier to twist off, even when wearing gloves,” he explains.
For vials, Schreiner MediPharm has developed a similar
tamper-evident concept to help prevent illegal reuse of original containers. This security label wraps around the vial up to
the level of the cap. Opening the vial requires the removal of
an integrated tear strip. Any attempt to reseal the label leaves
visible evidence. In addition, once the tear strip is removed, a
warning message emerges and clearly indicates the vial has
been opened. Optionally, a void effect can be added, featuring
previously invisible lettering or symbols that separate from
an indicator field. “Thus, it is obvious at first glance whether
the product is an originally sealed medication,” says Dul.
Unlike shrink-wrap solutions, no heat is applied, so the tamper-evident labels are compatible with heat-sensitive drugs.
The highly customizable labels can be adapted to specific
applications and integrated with additional functionalities
such as counterfeit protection, light (ultraviolet) barrier, or
HALLIE FORCINIO is packaging editor for BioPharm International.
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radio frequency identification chip for
digital applications.
Tamper-evident protection extends to
dropper bottles with a product line from
Tekni-Plex Healthcare. The bottles range
in capacity from 5 to 30 mL fitted with
0.03-, 0.04-, or 0.05-mL droppers and
tamper-evident or child-resistant caps (2).
Selig Group combines tamper evidence with hermeticity in its TamperSeal
induction seal liner. The two-piece Top
Tab 2 TamperSeal induction seal eliminates the need to break through the
liner with a potentially unclean tool or
unwashed finger. This prevents contaminants from entering the package or transferring to residual lining material (3).
Selig also is working on a custom
dispensing liner, which combines an initial hermetic seal with dispensing control for solid dosage forms. “Currently
consumers can get many doses when
pouring from a 38- or 43-mm orifice,
and then are challenged with getting
these (now touched by hands) doses
back into the container,” explains John
Brown, vice-president, Marketing and
Business Development at Selig Group.
He explains, “If the FDA issues any
advice for controlled dosage, similar
to blister pack dispensing, we believe
we have a solution that is easy to
commercialize with existing bottles, caps,
and equipment.”

ON THE FILLING LINE

Cap/closure application equipment also
must keep pace with new designs and
other industry trends. Container/closure
integrity depends on consistent torques
within the correct tolerances. “This is
especially important for induction-sealed
products,” says Omar Azam, Eng., applications engineering manager at NJM, a
ProMach product brand.
To ensure product quality, pharmaceutical manufacturers and contract
packagers want feedback on every cap
application. “They want to know how
tightly each cap is closed,” reports
Deborah Smook, vice-president of
Marketing & Business Development at
www.biopharminternational.com

TurboFil Packaging Machines. “This is
especially true for containers that could
potentially leak, which could impact
product efficacy as well as total delivered
dosage,” she explains. To meet that need,
TurboFil has developed the servo-driven
Acrobat chuck capper, which records how
tightly each cap is applied.
In addition to precision torque and
torque data reporting, the servo-driven
chuck capper provides gentle handling
and minimizes the need for change parts.
Servo motor operation controls torque
accurately and repeatably regardless of
container size.
The module’s two-chuck system features a “chasing chuck” that automatically
locates the next bottle along the belt. The
mobile, adjustable chasing chuck allows
the belt itself to serve as a spacing tool.
This proprietary technology and parallel
belts eliminate the expense of making
and storing change parts for all but the
smallest bottles, which need only minor
inexpensive parts.
For caps with difficult threads, the
system can perform counterclockwise
thread seating. Gentle handling is assured
through positive placement and cap-specific stainless steel serrated pneumatic
chucks. This differentiating combination
eliminates erosion between the chuck
and the cap ridges, mitigating the risk
of generating particulates that can contaminate machine surfaces as well as bottle contents. “By contrast, simple spindle
cappers drop caps onto bottles, frequently
resulting in misfeeds, cross-threading,
and rejects,” says Smook.
The Acrobat chuck capper can handle most cap styles and sizes up to three
inches in diameter, including flat, port,
hinged, child-resistant, continuous-thread,
twist-top, metal-lug, tilt-top, and tamper-evident designs and accommodate
bottle heights ranging from 1–12 inches
and nearly any bottle shape—round,
square, rectangular, oblong, and F-style.
Ideal for lines running multiple bottle
and cap sizes, the machine is available in
single- and dual-head formats capable of
processing up to 90 units per minute.

Other machines that are capable of
consistent torques within required tolerances along with real-time torque
adjustment, applied torque monitoring,
and tracking capability, include NJM’s
beltorque in-line capper family. Patented
cap-to-container alignment incorporates
precision-machined cap delivery change
parts to eliminate cross-threads and rejects.
The systems also offer patented non-slip
and synchronized cap pre-tightening and
final torquing belts that eliminate container damage or cap scuffing even under
the most demanding torque applications.

FUTURE FORECAST

As cap/closure designs continue to evolve,
Azam expects closures will offer easier opening and dispensing along with
improved child-resistant and tamper-evident performance. Dul agrees, predicting,
“Sophisticated label-based security concepts combining analog and digital tamper evidence will contribute to enhanced
container integrity. The ultimate goal is
supporting product and patient safety
while ensuring smooth processability in
pharma production.”
“We also believe that ‘controlled dosage’
will again be considered by the federal
government as a way to discourage overdosing either accidentally or purposefully,
including accidental child ingestion,” says
Brown. In addition, there will be growing awareness of environmental impact.
“Sustainability has not been completely
adopted by brand owners yet as these
[pharma] packages are not typically used
outside of the home and are not becoming an eyesore on beaches, parks, ocean
plastics, etc.,” he concludes.
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Brazilian Regulation of
Biosimilar Products:
What Is Important to Know
SÍLVIA HELENA CESTARI DE OLIVEIRA,
MARCOS CASTANHEIRA ALEGRIA, AND MARCO ANTONIO STEPHANO
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ABSTRACT
Since the publication of the Resolution of the Collegiate Board of Directors
(RDC) biosimilars regulations, RDC 55/2010, by Anvisa, 43 biosimilar
products have been approved in Brazil as of Dec. 31, 2021. The European
Medicines Agency, however, is the more advanced regulatory authority,
having issued its Guideline on Similar Biological Medicinal Products in 2005
and having recommended the approval of 84 biosimilars as of the time of
this paper’s writing. In comparison, in the United States, FDA gained the
ability to approve biosimilars (including interchangeable biosimilars that
are substitutable with their reference product) in 2010 under the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act issued by the US government on March
23, 2010. Following this, the first biosimilar in the US was approved in 2015,
and as of Dec. 31, 2021, 34 biosimilars had been approved by FDA, among
them was an interchangeable biosimilar (Mylan’s insulin glargine, Semglee).
Biosimilars are an alternative for reducing costs and enabling savings for
healthcare systems, especially in countries where biological drugs are
less affordable; however, biosimilars must still undergo strict regulatory
scrutiny, including in countries outside the US and European Union. To
that end, this article introduces the requirements for a biosimilar license in
Brazil and addresses questions about their quality, safety, and efficacy.
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regulatory differences between them, such as
bioequivalence that does not apply to biological agents, because they are made from living
organisms and, therefore, can have allowable differences (7). It is because of these differences that regulatory authorities require
extensive analytical data on biosimilar products. Biosimilars must demonstrate high similarity. This often means longer development
timelines and higher development costs for
biosimilars compared to generics (8) (Table I).
Biosimilars are competing versions of
biological products where patent protection and marketing exclusivity have expired.
They are highly similar to an already
authorized biological “innovator” product (originator or reference product) with
demonstrated similarity in physicochemical
characteristics, efficacy, and safety based on
a comprehensive comparability exercise.
www.biopharminternational.com

Better Process Control
Thanks to Noise-free Oxygen Measurement
Correctly controlled feeding of oxygen is a must for achieving consistent and high
product quality in cell culture and fermentation.

Oxygen readings from two sensors

Noise on the signal from most oxygen sensors means measurements are unreliable,
so process control is problematic.

Time
Optimal oxygen range – low process variability and higher yield
Noise-free oxygen signal – oxygen level can always be kept in the ideal range
Noisy signal – uncertainty of pO2 level leads to risk of high process
variability, yield loss and high downstream operation cost

The InPro™ 6860i Anti-Bubble™ Oxygen Sensor
Eliminates signal noise, so readings are always precise, enabling the highest process
control and reproducible, stable product quality.
Learn more in our White Paper:
Eliminate Noisy Measurements in
Cell Culture and Fermentation
www.mt.com/oxygen-wp
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Table I. Differences in development time and cost among chemical, generic,
In Brazil, the Agência Nacional
biological, and biosimilar drugs, adapted from Hung et al. (8). All tables are
de Vigilância Sanitária (Anvisa) (i.e., courtesy of the authors.
National Health Surveillance Agency)
introduced regulations to specifically
Chemical
Generic
Biological
Biosimilar
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
address and establish criteria for biosimilar approval, Resolution of the
Development time
7–10 years
1–3 years
10–15 years
8–10 years
Collegiate Board of Directors (RDC)
Development cost
~$800 million
$1–2 million
$1.2–2.5 billion $100–200 million
55/2010 (9), which is based on different regulatory requirements and guide- Table II. Regulatory pathways for registration of biological products by Brazilian
lines around the world. According to
Health Surveillance Agency (Anvisa), adapted from Assis and Pinto (10). CMC is
this RDC, there are two routes for chemistry, manufacturing and controls. N/A is not applicable.
non-originating biologicals: comparaBiological product
New
bility and stand-alone (Table II), but
biological
Parameters
Comparability
Stand-alone
product
only the first is for those aiming for
(biosimilar)
(non-biosimilar)
(originator)
approval of a product as a biosimilar.
CMC data
Required
Comparative
According to standards
The comparability pathway recomPreclinical studies
Required
Comparative
Can be reduced
mends the use of a stepwise approach.
Clinical studies When needed, no need to
At each step, the sponsor should evalRequired
Comparative
Phases I and II
be comparative
uate the level of residual uncertainty
Comparative, with exceptions
about the biosimilarity of the proClinical studies
Required
Comparative
(Blood derivatives, vaccines,
Phase III
posed biosimilar to the reference
and oncological drugs)
product and identify the next step to
Immunogenicity studies
Required
Comparative
Required
address uncertainty. If differences are
Comparator product
No
Yes
Not specified
found, the reasons must be investigated,
Pharmacovigilance
Required
Required
Required
explained, and justified and additional
Extrapolation of indications
N/A
Possible
Not possible
data, such as safety data, may be necessary. Generally, the product must be
troversial topics as well as providing
of safety and efficacy Phase III studies
expressed and produced in the same
the authors’ perspective.
must be specified and proven statistically
host cell type as the reference product
and clinically. This pathway allows for
to minimize the potential for significant
changes in critical protein quality attrib- extrapolation of therapeutic indications
MATERIALS AND METHODS
utes as well as to avoid introducing cer- as long as it is proven that the clinical
Data on biosimilars approved by Anvisa
test used is capable of detecting potential
tain types of process-related impurities
were obtained from the agency’s webdifferences between the products, that
that could have repercussions on clinical
site (12). European Medicines Agency
the mechanisms of action and receptors
outcomes and immunogenicity.
(EMA) information was compiled from
involved for the intended indications are
Approval of the biosimilar product is
its website (13), applying the filter “biothe same, and that the safety and immu- similar” for the “medicine type,” while
based on scientific considerations and
nogenicity of the product have been suf- FDA’s information was obtained from
on the “totality of evidence” (TOE)
approach in comparing “head-to-head” ficiently characterized.
the “Purple Book Database of Licensed
Based on a decision by Anvisa, Biological Products” (14).
the proposed biosimilar (test) and the
biosimilar data pack ages, ca l led
reference product (11). TOE includes
all data and information submitted in “Parecer Público de Avaliação do
RESULTS
Medicamento” (PPAM), have been
the application, including extensive
In April 2015, Anvisa approved its
structural and functional characteriza- made available at https://consultas. first biosimilar, Celltrion’s Remsima
tion, any state-of-the-art methods used, anvisa.gov.br/#/pareceres/.
(infliximab), by the comparative pathThis article aims to provide a per- way and extrapolated a monoclonal
the performance of orthogonal analyses,
nonclinical evaluation, human pharma- spective on Brazil, Europe, and US
antibody (mAb) indication for clinical
cokinetic and pharmacodynamic data, biosimilar approvals. Moreover, this
indications outside those included in
clinical immunogenicity data, and com- article provides some information on
biopharmaceutical Phase III studies
parative clinical study/studies data. Non- Brazilian public policies that encour- (rheumatoid arthritis and ankylosing
clinical and clinical data can be reduced. age the national development of
spondylitis). Anvisa approved its first
biosimilars and the discussion of con- biosimilar totally manufactured in
The design and comparability margins
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Brazil in October 2015, Eurofarma’s
Fiprima (filgrastim), and its first biosimilar developed, manufactured, and
commercialized in Brazil in May 2019,
Cristália’s Criscy (somatropin).
As of December 2021, there were
43 biosimilars approved (from five different classes) on 13 different innovator biologics. Table III shows an

overview of the reference products
for the approved biosimilars and their
mechanisms of action. These therapeutics act, respectively, by replacing
naturally produced insulin, promoting growth, encouraging the bone
marrow to produce more white blood
cells, blocking tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-alpha or vascular endothelial

growth factor (VEGF), causing the
death of B-lymphocytes, inhibiting the
proliferation of human tumor cells that
overexpress human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2), and acting
as an anti-thrombotic.
The number of biosimilar approvals
by EMA, FDA, and Anvisa increased
after 2017. In Brazil, Anvisa’s approv-

Table III. Overview of biologics for which a biosimilar has been authorized in Brazil.

Active
substance

Originator
drug name

Originator
company

Mechanism of action

Recombinant hormones
insulin glargine

Lantus

Sanofi-Aventis

insulin isophane

Insulatard
(Novolin N in Brazil)

Novo Nordisk

insulin lispro

Humalog

Eli Lilly

somatropin

Genotropin

Pfizer

These are replacement insulins that are very similar to the insulin made by the body. Replacement insulin acts
in the same way as naturally produced insulin and helps glucose enter cells from the blood.

Somatropin is identical to the human growth hormone. This promotes growth during childhood and
adolescence and affects the way that the body handles proteins, fat and carbohydrates.

Colony-stimulating factor
filgrastim

Neupogen
(Granulokine in Brazil)

Amgen/Roche

pegfilgrastim

Neulasta
(Neulastin in Brazil)

Amgen/Roche

Enbrel

Pfizer

Etanercept is a protein that has been designed to block the activity of tumor necrosis factor (TNF),
a chemical messenger in the body.

AbbVie

Adalimumab is a monoclonal antibody (mAb) designed to recognize and attach to TNF. TNF is
involved in causing inflammation and is found at high levels in patients with the diseases that
adalimumab is used to treat. By attaching to TNF, adalimumab blocks its activity, thereby reducing
inflammation and other symptoms of the diseases.

Filgrastim acts in the same way as naturally produced granulocyte colony-stimulating factor by
encouraging the bone marrow to produce more white blood cells.

Fusion protein
etanercept

Monoclonal antibody-based products

adalimumab

Humira

bevacizumab

Avastin

Roche

Bevacizumab binds human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and prevents the interaction
of VEGF to its receptors (Flt-1 and KDR) on the surface of endothelial cells. The interaction of
VEGF with its receptors leads to endothelial cell proliferation and new blood vessel formation
in in-vitro models of angiogenesis. Administration of bevacizumab to xenotransplant models of
colon cancer in nude (athymic) mice caused reduction of microvascular growth and inhibition of
metastatic disease progression.

infliximab

Remicade

Janssen

Infliximab is a chimeric (part mouse, part human) mAb designed to attach to tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-alpha in the body. TNF-alpha is a chemical messenger involved in causing inflammation and is
found at high levels in patients with the diseases for which Remicade (infliximab) is approved to treat. By
blocking TNF-alpha, infliximab improves the inflammation and other symptoms of these diseases.

rituximab

Rituxan
(MabThera in Europe)

Roche

Rituximab is a mAb designed to recognize and attach to CD20, a protein present on the surface
of B-lymphocytes. When rituximab attaches to CD20, it causes the death of B-lymphocytes, which
helps in the treatment of lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (where B-lymphocytes
have become cancerous) as well as in rheumatoid arthritis (where B-lymphocytes are involved in
joint inflammation). In granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA) and microscopic polyangiitis (MPA),
destroying the B-lymphocytes lowers the production of antibodies thought to play an important
role in attacking the blood vessels and causing inflammation.

trastuzumab

Herceptin

Roche

Trastuzumab is a humanized mAb that binds to human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2).
HER2 is a transmembrane spanning receptor-like protein, which is structurally related to the epidermal
growth factor receptor and has been shown to inhibit the proliferation of human tumor cells that
overexpress HER2 both in vitro and in vivo.

Lovenox/Clexane

Sanofi-Aventis

Enoxaparin sodium has anticoagulant activities that are mediated through anti-thrombin III,
resulting in anti-thrombotic activity in humans.

Anticoagulants

enoxaparin
sodium
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als reached a maximum number in
2019 with 16 approvals. However,
the COVID-19 pandemic has likely
shifted regulatory and industry focus
to vaccines and therapeutics, thereby
causing delays in biosimilar approvals (15). Due to the worldwide public
health emergency resulting from SarsCov-2, Anvisa published the RDC
348/2020 defining extraordinary and
temporary criteria and procedures for
handling registration and post-registration petitions for medicines and
biological products. In this context,
and according to RDC 55/2010, three
enoxaparin products were registered.
Despite the larger number of European
approvals, some are duplicate marketing authorizations and correspond to
the same molecule. Sometimes the differences go beyond the trade name to
also include sets of indications; this
normally reflects a company’s strategy
to gain market share.
Most biosimilars approved in Brazil
have all indications of the reference
product. Brazilian regulations allow for
extrapolation if comparability in terms
of safety and efficacy between products is demonstrated, if the mechanism
of action and receptors involved for
the different indications are the same,
and if the safety and immunogenicity
profiles of the biological product are
sufficiently characterized. In addition,
the dosage form and route of administration of the biosimilar must be the
same as the reference product.

DISCUSSION

The Brazilian health system is divided
into public and private sectors, with
about 75% of the population being
served exclusively by the public sector.
In Brazil, the use of different biologics
(e.g., vaccines, biotherapeutics, mAbs,
hemoderivatives) has government
assistance through Ministry of Health
programs and represents a significant
portion of the budget allocated to the
health sector. Although biologics represent only 4% of the drugs distributed
34

through the Sistema Único de Saúde
(SUS) (i.e., Public Health System),
they account for 51% of governmental expenditures (16). Budgetary constraints represent a major challenge
for both the public and private sectors,
and finding affordable ways to deliver
high-quality medications at lower
prices is an urgent unmet need.
In order to increase the Brazilian citizens’ access to therapies, reduce costs,
manufacturing, and technological
dependencies and also promote technology development, Partnerships for
Productive Development (PPD) was
established. PPD is a program between
national public pharmaceutical companies and private technology holders,
either national or international. For the
public organization to have access to all
the technology and support required to
manufacture the biologic, the Ministry
of Health buys the product ready-made
from the manufacturer as part of the
development of the PPD project.
Thus, PPD seems to offer a win–
win opportunity for the government
and private companies. First, a development f low is established, allowing for potential cost reduction and
self-sufficient production. Second, it is
established that exclusive sales rights
during the period of technology transfer must not exceed 10 years. Currently,
13 biological medicines are part of
PPD programs, including biosimilars
such as adalimumab, etanercept, rituximab, somatropin, and trastuzumab.
Another recent decision that is
expected to bring legal certainty and
open opportunities for developing
biosimilars in Brazil is the extinction of the Trade-Related Aspects
of Intel lect ua l Proper t y R ights
(TR IPS)-plus minimum va lidit y
mechanism, a peculiarity of Brazilian
law Nº 9.279/96 that perpetuated the
losses resulting from a less competitive
market structure, avoiding price drops,
and overloading the SUS.
A study carried out by Paranhos et
al. (17) identified that between 2014
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and 2018 the federal government spent
R$10.6 billion (US$1.96 billion), or
about R$1.9 billion (US$352 million) a
year, on only nine drugs whose patents
expired between 2010 and 2019 but
which had extensions of market protection for up to eight years by Instituto
Nacional da Propriedade Industrial
(INPI) (i.e., Brazilian Nationa l
Institute of Industrial Property).
Although some efforts contribute to
increasing access to biologics, controversial issues, such as the nomenclature
of the new drug and interchangeability,
have persisted. These issues could have
been overcome by a regulatory authority with larger experience worldwide
around the use and safety of biosimilar
products—such as EMA—and realworld data observation. Fortunately,
this scenario is changing in Brazil, as
this article demonstrates.
Firstly, the terminologies initially
adopted by Anvisa for “new biologic
product”, which is a new biologic entity
not yet registered, and “biologic product” which refers to “biosimilar product” or “follow-on biologic” containing
an active substance already registered
in Brazil, were considered confusing
and inappropriate (10). Nowadays, the
agency has updated its terminology
usage to the term “biosimilar”, making
its meaning clearer and bringing itself
into global harmonization with other
regulatory authorities.
The second issue is the naming of biologic and biosimilar products, which was recently addressed
or revisited by several global regulatory authorities. On the one hand,
some argue for the necessity of a suffix in addition to the International
Nonproprieta r y Name (INN) to
ensure the necessary traceability for
safety assessments, pharmacovigilance
purposes, and to avoid patient and
prescriber confusion (18–20). On the
other hand, numerous stakeholders,
including pharmacists, health insurance operators, pharmacy benefit managers, and consumer groups, attest that
www.biopharminternational.com
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the addition of a suffix could have the
opposite effect and lead to patient and
prescriber confusion and increase the
possibility of medication errors, while
simultaneously undermining conf idence in the safety and efficacy of the
biosimilar products (21).
In this matter, in March 2019 FDA
issued a new draft guidance document concerning the naming of biologic and biosimilar products (22) to
update the previous guidance issued
in January 2017 (23) that established a
distinguishing suffix of four lowercase
letters after the INN. The draft guidance includes three key changes to its
approach to non-proprietary name suffixes: it does not apply to those already
licensed or approved under the Public
Health Service Act without a suffix; it
does not apply to biologics that have
been approved under new drug applications (NDAs) instead of biologics
license applications (BLAs); and it
applies to interchangeable biosimilars.
Other regulatory authorities, including the EMA, Australia’s Therapeutic
Goods Administration (TGA), and
Health Canada, have diverged from
FDA’s position. These other regulatory
authorities advocate the use of identification tools that already exist within its
pharmacovigilance system including
INN, brand name, and batch number,
which are consistent with current biologics naming practices and are already
recognized and in use.
The EU monitoring system for
safety concerns has not identified any
difference in the nature, severity, or
frequency of adverse effects between
biosimilars and their reference medicine (24). Further, the preliminary
results of an ongoing EMA pharmacovigilance study showed that 95.5%
of overall product identification has
been achieved for classes of biologicals
for which biosimilar medicines have
been approved (25). In other words,
the absence of a suffix for biosimilar
products has not resulted in an increase
in adverse events due to prescriber conwww.biopharminternational.com

fusion or the misidentification of products that are involved in such an event.
Considering the EU’s experience and
global stakeholder concerns, the World
Health Organization suspended its
proposal to add a suffix to its biologic
and biosimilar naming convention,
known as a Biological Qualifier or BQ
(report on the Expert Consultation on

Improving Access to and Use of Similar
Biotherapeutic Products) (26), which

covered a May 2017 meeting held in
Geneva, Switzerland).
In Brazil, pharmacovigilance and
safety concerns are addressed by current
naming conventions, and the challenges
are not restricted only to biosimilars.
Although Anvisa has recently adopted
internationally recognized practices
proposing a new post-marketing monitoring logic based on the Uppsala
Monitoring Center, unfortunately, this
important tool is still undervalued—or
even unknown and neglected. Brazilian
healthcare professionals do not receive
adequate training on the subject
during their academic education, and
there are no training and incentive programs to encourage the reporting of
adverse effects. Brazil has the additional
challenge of improving the acceptance
and quality of notifications, including
from the industry, generating safety
signals in the national context, and
communicating the risk in a timely
manner to healthcare professionals and
the population.
Thirdly, the issue of interchangeability has persisted. EMA defines
interchangeability as the possibility of
exchanging one medicine for another
with the expectation of experiencing
the same clinical effect. In terms of
biologicals, this could mean replacing a
reference product with a biosimilar (or
vice-versa) or replacing one biosimilar
with another (21). In Europe, Member
States decide on interchangeability
and substitution but recommend that
physicians and patients be responsible
for deciding which biological is most
appropriate in each case. In the US,

demonstration of interchangeability
is not required by FDA for the registration of biosimilar products, and it
is up to the company whether or not
to conduct studies for this purpose. In
May 2019, FDA published guidance
intended to assist sponsors in demonstrating that a proposed therapeutic
protein product is interchangeable
with a reference product (27). In July
2021, the first interchangeable product (Mylan’s insulin glargine, Semglee)
was approved by FDA.

LANDSCAPE FOR
INTERCHANGEABILITY

Conversely, Anvisa understands that
interchangeability is more directly
related to clinical practice than to regulatory status; therefore, it does not
require that biosimilars be classified
as interchangeable. Rather, the agency
believes that the establishment of interchangeability and replacement should be
done on a case-by-case basis. Now, taking into account variability from patient
to patient and that multiple exchanges
between biosimilar products and the reference biological product are not adequate, traceability and monitoring are
difficult to achieve (28). Because public
purchases of medicines in Brazil (biological or not) are made at the lowest
price, interchangeability between biological medicines takes place automatically within the scope of the SUS. Some
recent reports on this subject follow.
Kurki et al. (29) presented considerations and switch data that suggest
the potential impact, if any, of a switch
is subtle or rare, besides what specific
interchangeability studies would need
to be of substantial size because of
confounding factors, such as the fluctuating course of chronic diseases, varying intra-patient pharmacokinetics,
intra- and inter-observer variability in
assessing disease activity, concomitant diseases and/or medications, and
batch-to-batch variation (30,31). Thus,
the feasibility and benefit of studies
evaluating multiple switches between
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the reference product and the biosimilar are questionable, and this might
discourage biosimilar development. In
addition, unnecessary and/or unethical
duplication trials must be avoided.
Ebbers and Schellekens (32) report
that the immunogenicity of biopharmaceuticals has been extensively studied
in the past 15 years, and there are no
data in the >16,000 papers published on
this subject that suggest an association
between immunogenicity and switching between biologics; however, if the
risk of switching does exist, it is unlikely
to be greater than the risk of switching between two different batches of a
biological. Ebbers and Schellekens (32)
argue that the default should be that biosimilars are interchangeable unless there
is compelling evidence otherwise, and
that the EMA should take an official
position on the interchangeability of biosimilars. They believe that a harmonized
regulatory stance stating that that there
are no differences that preclude interchanging would allow the discussion to
focus on questions that are most relevant
when switching to biosimilars, such as
ways to reduce nocebo effects, a negative
equivalent of the placebo effect.
Despite information on regulatory
authorities’ decisions and efforts to
educate stakeholders on biosimilars
(24,33,34), it is often difficult for some
of them to understand the biosimilar
pathway. To clarify doubts and to provide greater adherence to biosimilars,
regulators should work on a good communication strategy to reach the target
audience, as it seems that the problem
is not a lack of information but, rather,
misconceptions or lack of confidence
because of mandatory implementation,
as in the case of centralized purchasing,
such as what occurs in Brazil. To summarize, it is crucial that stakeholders
know that:
• A biosimilar must be “highly
similar to the reference product
notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components” (35).
36

•

•

•

•
•

•

Biosimilars are developed using
scientifically-sound principles,
and data requirements are much
greater than those for small-molecule generic products.
A l l biol o g ic s mu s t m a nage non-identicality, not just
biosi m i la rs; t h is inc ludes
microheterogeneity and batchto-batch variability and potentially intended and unintended
drift due to manufacturing
changes over time.
Because of the inherent variability of biologic systems, biologics
cannot be identical to themselves;
therefore, the biosimilar must replicate the variability of the biologic
being copied and extensive testing
must be performed to establish
that any existing differences are
not clinically relevant.
The nocebo effect should not
be neglected.
The rigorous nature of the biosimilar development process
reviewed in this article offers a
safeguard to those who may have
experienced uncertainty regarding
the use of biosimilars.
The regulatory authority performs routine monitoring to
assess manufacturing changes
in biologics to ensure that such
changes do not lead to changes in
the originator molecule.

CONCLUSION

The timeline in the Brazilian regulatory pathway is known to be newer when
compared to other regulatory authorities.
However, Anvisa has diligently participated in the processes of harmonizing
the country’s regulations and bringing
them in line with global standards, with
a focus on reconciling protection and the
promotion of health with national economic development. Anvisa has been an
important player in Brazilian technical
cooperation efforts and, nowadays, the
agency is a regulatory member of the
International Council for Harmonisation
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and a member of the Pharmaceutical
Inspection Co-operation Scheme.
Consequently, approval processes for
biosimilars in Brazil are following an
evolutionary route. Brazilian requirements are much more aligned with a
strict regulatory process and ensure the
same high standards of quality, safety,
and efficacy for biosimilars as for originator biologicals. For licensing biosimilars,
sponsors must demonstrate a complete
understanding of the product’s manufacture, show consistency in their manufacturing process, clarify the quality
attributes, and demonstrate the high
similarity of these attributes to the reference products using analytical methods
sensitive enough to allow the detection
of potential differences between the biosimilar and the reference, through a rigorous comparability exercise that includes
non-clinical and clinical studies.
Biosimilars have the potential to provide savings and efficiencies for health
care systems, which can free up resources
for other important aspects of health care,
changing the sad reality of lack of access
to high-cost medications in low- and
middle-income countries and opening a
new era of broadening access. Adopting
a transparent approach in educating different stakeholders and including them
in shaping guidelines could contribute to
the acceptance of biosimilars in Brazil as
has occurred in Europe.

Editor’s note: a table listing indications and dosage formulations for
biosimilars approved in Brazil and supplementary appendices are available on
BioPharmInternational.com.
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Ben-David points out three key
areas for improvement for drug delivery
devices, specifically:
• Integration for drug delivery
d ev i c e s w i t h s t a n d a r d
primar y containers. This
integration can reduce time to
market by multiple years with
device manufacturers adapting
to the primary container of the
pharma partner’s choice and
avoiding the development of a
proprietary primary container,
allowing lifesaving medications to
reach the market faster.
• C onnec ti v it y. Integrating
full connectivity must take into
account privacy, cyber security
concerns, and usability.
• Overcome supply chain
issues. Whether it relates to
medication or device components,
the supply chain shortcomings
may result from the COVID-19
pandemic, market turbulences,
and international conflict. This
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requires forethought and supply
risk mitigation strategies.
“Looking forward, I believe that
parenteral administration will continue
to be the gold standard for biotechnology products and vaccines. It works, it’s
safe, it’s predictable, and it’s fast. If we
accept this premise, then making parenteral administration more convenient
is critical to future success,” says Warne.
“Beyond medical devices, we must
continue to invest in enabling delivery
chemistries. Advances must continue to
be made in terms of in vivo stability to
reduce the frequency of administration
as well as reduce possible dose-related
toxicities due to excess systemic drugs.
Further, tissue targeting will become
increasingly important for reasons
of safety and effectiveness. We should
expect to see significant advances in this
area over the next decade.”
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fine chemicals, laboratory equipment and supplies serving more
than 120 industries in 70 countries. The company offers more
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agents in cell culture and bioprocessing applications, as well as
purification of biological molecules in downstream processing.
In addition, Spectrum Chemical offers a curated portfolio
of inorganic salts from Macco Organiques for biopharma and
parenteral drug products.
Additional capabilities include:
• Modern ISO Class 8 certified clean
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• Custom and batch-specific packaging, labeling and
production sizes to meet specific requirements
• Auditing and quality management controls
• Expert technical service and consultative support
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information, visit SpectrumChemical.com.
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Adventitious Agent Testing for
Viral Vectors
A holistic view of the product, manufacturing, and
ultimate use of the viral vector is required.
CYNTHIA A. CHALLENER
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of virus removal steps at raw material entry points), in-process materials, and final products is essential to ensuring the
safety of viral vectors.

SIMILAR TO OTHER
BIOLOGICS BUT CHALLENGING

The requirements for adventitious agent testing for viral
vectors overall are consistent with those performed for other
biological therapeutic products. As with other biologics, too,
selection of appropriate testing methods is guided by the need
to mitigate the risk of viral contamination taking into account
the materials and processes used.
“Viral vectors are biologics, and as with all biologics, the
concern around adventitious agents must be addressed with
a thorough risk assessment that [considers] control and probability of contamination. The principals from the threepronged complementary core strategy (material selection,
testing, and clearance assessment) to prevent and minimize
CYNTHIA A . CHALLENER, PhD is contributing editor for
BioPharm International.

www.biopharminternational.com
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V

iral vectors must be free of contaminants, such
as adventitious viruses introduced via raw materials and helper viruses introduced purposefully
to stimulate expression of the desired viral product. Viral
clearance used with incoming raw materials and, where
possible, viral-vector products combined with testing is
essential. Because conventional viral clearance methods used
for protein biologics may degrade or destroy viral vectors,
assessment of the potential risk for contamination and the
implementation of prevention and control strategies are
essential.
The most common source of viral contamination is
usually traced back to animal-derived raw materials, such
as certain cell-culture media (e.g., serum) and trypsin,
according to Artur Padzik, adeno-associated virus (AAV )
production manager at Biovian, a contract development
and manufacturing organization (CDMO). Non-animalderived raw materials can be an issue as well, particularly
glucose if a chemically defined medium is used. A riskbased approach to process development combined with
extensive testing of raw materials (and often the application
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adventitious agents can and should be
applied to viral vector manufacturing
processes and products,” says Audrey
Chang, executive director, Rightsource
and Biologics at Charles River.
Direct adoption of strategies used for
recombinant proteins and monoclonal
antibodies may not be possible, however,
Chang adds, due to biological differences between viral vectors and large
protein molecules. Indeed, it may be
necessary to modify standard assays or
use alternative methods because viral
vectors are viruses themselves and could
interfere with virus detection methods,
notes Leyla Diaz, a technical consultant
in the Technical and Scientific Solutions
unit of MilliporeSigma.
Specifically, adventitious agent
detection can be challenging if cellbased assays are being used in combination with live-virus vaccines,
replication-competent gene therapy vectors, or vectors exhibiting the cytopathic
effect (CPE), Padzik observes. This
issue arises largely because human cell
lines are used for cell-based assays, and
human cells are susceptible to human
viruses. Lytic viruses such as adenoviral
products, for example, will infect human
and primate-based cells and can cause
invalid assays. Robert Schrock, director
of bioassay services at Lonza Houston,
adds that even if adenovirus is only conditionally replicating and does not replicate, cellular toxicity may occur.
In these cases, neutralization of
interfering and abundant product
viruses is required, says Padzik. There
are three approaches that can be taken,
according to Schrock. One is to block
antibodies specific to the virus product
to “soak up” the product as much as
possible without interfering with the
detection of other adventitious viruses.
Alternatively, the sample can be diluted
so as to avoid overwhelming the detection cells. Often these two approaches
are used in combination. The third
option is to pull the test sample from
an uninfected parallel satellite culture
that is split off the bioreactor just prior
www.biopharminternational.com

to transduction with the virus bank.
“For oncolytic vectors, FDA guidance
mentions the use of #3 as acceptable.
The first two have limitations, such as
with test #2, where the value of the test
can rapidly decline due to sample dilution,” Schrock comments.

The key is to select
the appropriate test
method for a given
product.
In general, the key is to select the
appropriate test method for a given
product. For example, Sophia Nguyen,
director and head of quality control at
Lonza Houston, points to the selection of cell lines for infectivity assays
as being important. “Viruses differ in
their ability to infect host cell types.”
For the endpoint assay used to determine whether a host cell is infected
with a virus, a monolayer culture is preferable to a semi-adherent or suspension culture. With the former, CPE and
hemadsorption (HAd) can be visualized
by microscopy, making the analysis relevant both to viral detection and subsequent viral identification.

COMMON TEST METHODS

The plethora of potentially contaminating sources arising from the complexity
of the viral-vector production process
favors a holistic scheme for adventitious agent testing, according to Padzik.
In this approach, both general and species-specific assays are used.
Adventitious virus detection assays,
explains Nguyen, mostly fall into three
testing categories: cell-culture-based
infectivity assays, targeted nucleic acidbased amplification, and antibody production tests. Both in vitro cell-culture
detection methods and in vivo assays
are employed. No universal method
is available to detect all adventitious

agents, and therefore various complementary methods must be used. “There
is a clear tendency, however, to move
away from assays that require animal
models toward assays with higher sensitivity, specificity, and rapid turnover,
such as polymerase chain reaction
(PCR),” Padzik remarks.
In vitro cell-based detection methods are typically broad-spectrum and
intended to detect viruses that are able
to replicate in cell lines—a human diploid cell line, a non-human primate cell
line, and a cell line of the same species as
the one used to produce the vector, Diaz
observes. In vivo, animal-based detection methods are also broad-spectrum
and intended to detect viruses that replicate in animal models—typically mice
and embryonated eggs, but also other
animal species based on specific risks
associated with the product being tested.
With these non-specific 14- and
28-day adventitious agent tests, CPE
or haemagglutination and HAd values
serve as the readouts. The obvious limitation, notes Padzik, is the difficulty in
detecting adventitious viruses that do not
cause CPE. The limits of detection for
these assays can also be an issue. Padzik
says a partial remedy, but with limited
sensitivity, is the use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to detect, for
example, retroviruses. XC plaque, S+L
focus assays, co-cultivation assays, or
fluorescent product enhanced reverse
transcriptase (FPERT) testing are also
commonly used to detect retroviruses.
Molecular methods such as PCR
tests are used to detect specific viruses
that are either not detectable by other
methods or that are emerging as particular biosafety concerns, according to
Diaz. Known contaminating entities,
including porcine and bovine viruses,
minute virus of mice, vesivirus, rhabdovirus, polyomavirus SV40, and arboviruses for various animal and insect
cells are addressed with PCR-based
specific assays, Padzik says. PCR-based
methods that can detect virus families rather than specific viruses are also
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being employed. They are also used
to detect mycoplasma, spiroplasma,
mycobacterium species, and mice DNA
sequences, according to Nguyen.
Nguyen stresses that each method
exhibits a different level of sensitivity, and the testing requirements and
sample preparation protocols differ
as well. It is imperative, therefore, to
select the appropriate test for each
vector product.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
RAW MATERIAL TESTING

Adventitious agent testing of raw
materials should be proportional to
the risk posed by the raw materials,
and the testing methods chosen based
on such an assessment, states Horst
Ruppach, executive director, scientific and portfolio global biologics for
Charles River.
The most common methods of
adventitious agent testing for raw
materials are cell-culture-based assays
using specific indicator cell lines, with
Vero cells preferable because they can
detect viruses from all sources, according to Nguyen. The added risk for
introducing animal viruses posed by
animal-derived components requires
the use of sensitive cell-based assays
that can detect replicating infectious
viruses, Ruppach adds.
PCR-based methods are also used
depending on the raw material and
turnaround requirements. It is important to recognize, though, Ruppach
stresses, that while using molecular
methods can be advantageous due
to their speed, they do not discern
between a nucleic acid positive signal
and an actively replicating virus.
Viral vectors produced to modify
cells for the production of ex vivo
cell therapies have some additional
raw material concerns with respect to
adventitious agents. Human serum
albumin (HSA), a commonly used
excipient for cell therapies, is a highrisk material with respect to virus and
prion transmission, but there is no
42

practical assay for direct prion testing, according to Ruppach. “Here, special emphasis must be placed on HSA
donor screening and the manufacturing process in order to mitigate the
risk of virus and prion transmission,”
he says.
In addition, Ruppach notes that
for gene-modified cell therapies, the
viral vector is considered a critical raw
material, and the same three-pronged
complementary core strategy involving
material selection, testing, and clearance assessment should be applied to
mitigate the introduction of adventitious agents into the final cell therapy
product.
Allogeneic, off-the-shelf cell therapies in which the cells used to produce ex vivo-modified cell products
are derived f rom multiple human
donors are worth a special mention,
according to Diaz. They require a carefully derived risk-mitigation strategy,
because each donor contributes a separate, individual virus risk to the product. “Upfront donor screening plays
a large role in the development of a
strategy that can mitigate the risk of
virus contamination of these cell-based
therapeutic products,” she states. In
addition to normally performed adventitious agent product testing, it may be
necessary to also perform additional
virus testing to address potential risks
associated with a specific set of donors
or even a specific geography.

A FEW LIMITATIONS OF
EXISTING METHODS

While traditional in vivo and in vitro
methods for adventitious agent testing of viral vectors are sufficient to
ensure the production of safe and
effective products, they do suffer from
some limitations, including sensitivity, the time required to perform the
assays, throughput, and the detection
of unknown contaminants, according
to Padzik.
“Delivery times of adventitious virus
test results have always been a serious
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challenge regardless of the method
used, with some of them taking four
to five weeks, and up to a few months
with full analysis and documentation,”
Padzik observes. For some gene therapy products that have a short shelf
life, Diaz notes that these lengthy
periods can be prohibitive. This concern is particularly relevant for autologous gene-modified cell therapies
that must be administered to patients
shortly after production. Molecular
methods are being used to fill this gap,
in particular PCR-based methods are
being fine-tuned or developed to fill
this need.
“The growing scope of required
assays is creating continuous pressure,
especially on early-stage clinical projects where results from the first human
clinical studies are pivotal in securing
the funding for full clinical medicine
development,” Padzik adds.
“A partial solution could be a new
pan-microbial microarray comprising 29,455 sixty-mer oligonucleotide
probes for screening on a single chip
vertebrate viruses, bacteria, fungi, and
parasites,” Padzik comments. He cautions, though, that PCR-based methods are not able to help with the
recognition of undefined adventitious
agents and they suffer from noticeable
instances of false positive cases.
Sample volume is another concern,
particularly for viral vectors used in
gene-therapy products. “Depending
on the scale of vector production,
adventitious virus testing can take up
a significant amount of volume that
could be otherwise used for patient
dosing,” Diaz explains. This issue is
of particular concern in early stages of
product development before a production scale-up strategy has been implemented.
Nguyen reiterates that the different
methods used for adventitious agent
testing have different sensitivities for
the detection of different contaminants and limitations. “These methods are intended to complement each
www.biopharminternational.com
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other to provide a greater understanding of the detection of adventitious
agents. In addition, the methods also
have specific pharmacopeial and regulatory requirements/guidelines, such
as sampling size. As always, these
requirements must be considered when
establishing a testing strategy,” she
contends.

Rapid NGS
development has the
potential to reduce
costs and increase
accessibility.
NEED FOR NEW
ANALYTICAL METHODS

Tried-and-true test methods such as in
vivo and in vitro virus assays and mycoplasma culture and microbiology culture
assays have been used to demonstrate
the biosafety of biologics for decades
and can be applied in viral-vector
manufacturing for certain steps such
as cell-line and viral-seed-stock characterization, Ruppach emphasizes.
During the past few years, adds Nguyen,
understanding and methodologies have
evolved significantly for adventitious
agent testing, and Lonza believes this
trend will continue to accelerate.
Given the limitations of existing
methods and the advances being made
in molecular-based methods, Ruppach
expects the eventually the industry will
switch to molecular test methods and
rapid alternatives such mycoplasma
PCR and rapid microbiological testing.
NGS-based assays are attractive for
a number of reasons. The biopharma
industry is focusing on using the full
potential of NGS for adventitious testing requirements due to its low turnaround time in particular, according to
Nguyen. The other main reason NGS is
attractive is its ability to detect unknown
contaminants, says Padzik. NGS can
www.biopharminternational.com

carefully, taking into consideration the
also be used to detect low-level known
fact that viral-vector manufacturing
virus DNA/RNA sequences, according
to Schrock. Identification will, of course, processes offer limited viral clearance
steps,” states Ruppach. “Certainly, new
still require a comprehensive library
alternatives such as NGS have appliof known and potential viral genomic
sequences, and verification will be nec- cability for viral assessment,” he adds.
Padzik is hopeful as well. “The requests
essary by comparing results to those
for using unbiased NGS are signifiobtained using established methods.
In addition to these technical ben- cantly increasing, especially in vaccine
development. The current COVID-19
efits, rapid NGS development has the
pandemic accelerated this transition
potential to reduce costs and increase
even further,” he comments.
accessibility. “These advantages are
Ruppach also observes that a revidriving significant interest and the
sion to International Council for
urgency within the industry to validate
this technique so that it can be swiftly Harmonisation (ICH) Q5A Quality
implemented and applied for routine
of Biotechnological Products: Viral Safety
use,” Padzik remarks. The Advanced Evaluation of Biotechnology Products
Virus Detection Technology Interest Derived from Cell Lines of Human
Group (AVDTIG) is an industry-based
or Animal Origin is currently in the
organization facilitating the exchange
works and expected to include updated
of experiences with the development
guidance to reflect updated scientific
of NGS-based assays to accelerate the
knowledge and advances in analytical
introduction of practical solutions.
technologies for new modalities, includFor Ruppach, one of the main chal- ing viral vectors. For Padzik, the changlenges to effective viral-vector adven- ing regulatory landscape and pressure
titious agent testing today is the
to reduce animal testing are important
resistance to new analytical methods. drivers for NGS adoption, along with
“There are several barriers to the adop- the apparent increasing acceptance of
tion of new techniques such as NGS, NGS-based assays in vaccines and other
including fear of regulatory delays, the
products where contaminating virus
risk associated with changing platforms, detection by the classical test is difficult
the resources (financial, personnel, time)
and vaccine release is time-sensitive. “It
needed, the tendency within the bio- is possible to envision gradual supplepharma industry to be more focused
mentation and, ultimately, the replaceon the short-term and less on the long- ment of in vivo and other nucleic-acid
term, and the hesitancy to share infor- technologies by NGS,” he concludes.
mation and desire to protect company
trade secrets,” he explains.
TAKING A HOLISTIC VIEW
“While all are valid reasons, it is
IS THE BEST STRATEGY
essential to develop and share data that “For most virus-based vaccines and viral
will support progress in the NGS field,” vectors, the removal of contaminating
Ruppach says. He points specifically to
viruses is not feasible, so the prevention
the need for reference standards that
and detection of virus contamination
will allow sharing of data obtained
become more critical in a virus risk mitiduring development, comparability
gation strategy,” emphasizes Diaz.
studies, validation and re-validation,
Although the principles used for
technical transfer and assay trending, adventitious agent testing of monoclonal
and ultimately the design of appropriate
antibodies (mAbs) apply to viral vectors,
bridging studies that will enable transla- it is certainly not a “plug-and-play sitution to commercial application.
ation”, according to Chang. She stresses
“Switching to rapid methods for that a holistic view of the product, manadventitious agent testing must be done
ufacturing, and ultimate use of the viral
September 2022
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vector must be taken into account when
performing risk assessments and establishing risk-control strategies.
For instance, the batch size for
viral vectors is different from that for
mAbs, with only a small number of
doses produced per batch. In addition,
some aspects of viral-vector manufacturing, such as the level of empty capsid production and consequent impact
to the patient, are not fully understood.
“Furthermore,” says Chang, “it is not possible to introduce robust viral removal/
inactivation steps that exist with antibody manufacturing. Therefore, closer
characterization of the starting raw
materials, including biological characterization that assesses adventitious agents
thoroughly, is prudent.”
Diaz agrees that an effective adventitious agent testing strategy starts with an
appropriate risk assessment that evaluates all possible sources of virus contamination, including cell banks, virus seeds,
plasmids, media, and other substances

used in production. The risk assessment
should also include identification of
any steps in the manufacturing process
(upstream and downstream) where virus
contamination could be introduced.

Development —
Contin. from page 22

for a quantitative database for modeling
depends on PAT tools. “Advancements
need to be made in the development
and implementation of more complex
PAT solutions,” she states.
Kary suggests that increasing realtime monitoring of critical quality
attributes and process parameters with
in-line and on-line modes of analysis
would improve process control, reduce
risk, and provide a higher assurance
of product quality. “Currently, there
are few analytical tools available
for real-time monitoring of the product quality profile early in a manufacturing process, and often product
quality attributes are only measured
following a purification step, or as a
final step in release of a bulk drug
substance lot,” Kary says.
“Technologies and approaches that
minimize the impact of material storage in a facility would be useful in further streamlining mAb manufacturing
processes,” adds Kistle. Examples of
useful technologies could include technologies that accelerate the pathway

manufacture of mAbs; this, in turn, benefits the patient, Mason reveals.
Kistle, meanwhile, points out that a
powerful strategy is to forward-leverage prior platform knowledge, which
he says links well into QbD approaches.
“Lessons learned from experience with
analogous molecules and processes can
reduce the risk of unfavorable process
control outcomes, which is especially
useful for projects that are on an accelerated timeline,” he states.

UNMET NEEDS LIMIT
EFFECTIVE CONTROL

Challenges in bioprocessing can still
limit effective process control in mAb
manufacturing. Real-time monitoring of bioreactor feed components
and metabolites remains challenging,
for instance, Mason remarks. She further points out that developing models
requires large datasets for multi-variable
data analysis (MVDA), and the need
44

Appropriate testing
regimens must
be included that
monitor the possible
introduction of
adventitious agents.
“Evaluating the manufacturing components and processes for their contribution to the virus contamination risk
allows for a multi-pronged approach
that includes appropriate sourcing of
materials, the selection of relevant virus
detection methods for the risks iden-
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tified, and the potential removal of
contaminants associated with specific
viruses in downstream processes,” Diaz
summarizes.
There are several key aspects of any
strategy for adventitious agent testing, according to Nguyen. Appropriate
testing regimens must be included
that monitor the possible introduction
of adventitious agents. These methods
must be suitably sensitive or use indicator cell lines or animal models in which
a specific viral entity is known to replicate. The potential for matrix interference must be avoided; spiking of the test
sample matrix with a positive control
virus enables assessment of potential
interference and the limit of detection of
the method. “As a general rule of thumb,”
she says, “the assays should be sufficiently developed with the appropriate
set of predetermined system suitability
and acceptance criteria, including relevant positive and negative controls, and
fully established before validation.” ◆
for raw material release and use in processes, Kistle continues.
“The same would be true for single-use component supply chains.
Finally, technologies that enabled optimized and lean storage of bulk material following release and prior to
further processing or shipment can help
streamline the process,” Kistle states.
As the industry moves towards more
automated processing based on PAT
feedback, it is expected that throughput will continue to increase, concludes
Mason, who notes that taking advantage of PAT and more MVDA modeling, including downstream processing,
will make strides toward overcoming
the current throughput challenges.
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Outsourcing

Robust Bioanalytical Studies Can
Aid in Regulatory Submissions
It is important to understand regulatory requirements and study
challenges to develop and validate the appropriate methods
for a bioanalytical study program at the clinical stage.
SUSAN HAIGNEY

B

ioPharm International spoke with Amy Lavelle, associate director, Bioanalytical Lab, PPD Clinical Research,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, about the challenges of
performing bioanalytical studies and how contract research
organizations (CROs) can help mitigate possible regulatory submission problems.

Sodel Vladyslav/Stock.Adobe.com

CHALLENGES IN BIOANALYTICAL STUDIES

BioPharm: What are the challenges in performing bioanalytical studies?
Lavelle: Common challenges include supply chain issues
and the availability of proper quality reagents. As science
continues to find new modalities for therapeutics, complex
molecular structures and delivery systems pose challenges for
the development of specific and robust assays. For example, in
the cell and gene therapy space, use of adeno-associated virus
(AAV ) vectors for drug delivery creates complications for
immunogenicity assessment due to the fact that pre-existing
antibodies to the viral vector make finding negative controls
and appropriate cut points difficult. When evaluating lowwww.biopharminternational.com

level biomarkers, highly sensitive assays are required, as the
assay range needs to be relative to expected biological concentrations, which requires appropriate reagents and equipment.
BioPharm: What are some mistakes companies make in
performing bioanalytical studies and/or a bioanalytical study
program?
Lavelle: The best way to avoid mistakes is to fully understand regulatory requirements and the appropriate guidance to
follow when performing bioanalytical studies. It’s also important
to allow sufficient time for the laboratory to develop a robust
and validated method intended for sample analysis at the clinical
stage. The type of lab compliance and assay validation parameters are key factors in ensuring the data are fully supported for
the appropriate regulatory submission. Utilizing a CRO that is
experienced with and knowledgeable of agency requirements
will help prevent the sponsor from facing any submission issues.

FOLLOWING REGULATIONS

BioPharm: What kind of data from bioanalytical studies
are included in regulatory filings?
September 2022
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Lavelle: This is dependent on the
drug and its mechanism of action, the
proposed indication, and the phase of
the trial. Additionally, it depends upon
the history of the data already available
on the drug and similar compounds or
if the need for the drug allows for alternatives, as is the case with orphan status.
An investigational new drug (IND)
filing application to start human clinical
trials is used to determine if the proposed drug is reasonably safe to administer to humans. Regulatory agencies
will review preclinical data, such as
pharmacology and toxicology information, genotoxicity, drug absorption and
metabolism, and toxicity of metabolites.
The proposed clinical protocol for the
trial as well as manufacturing information for the drug is discussed.
Phase I, II, and III clinical trials are
performed based on FDA-approved
protocols. In order to manufacture
and sell the drug, clinical test data
and analysis f rom Phase I–III are
used in a new drug application (NDA)
to determine if the drug is safe and
effective for its context of use and if
there are any risks associated with the
drug, and if so, that the benefits outweigh any risks. An abbreviated new
drug application (ANDA) also may
be filed for generic drugs. These data
must demonstrate bioequivalency to
the original drug.
BioPharm: How are these data compiled and presented to regulators? Is the
process different for FDA versus the
European Medicines Agency (EMA)?
Lavelle: For an FDA IND filing, data from animal and in-vitro
toxicology and pharmacology studies
are compiled with drug manufacturing information and clinical protocols
proposed. In addition, available clinical
testing or data from foreign countries
may be included. A pre-IND meeting
with FDA may be conducted to ensure
compliance moving forward.
Animal pharmacology/toxicology
information includes a summary on
pharmacology and drug disposition,
46

pharmacokinetic (PK) bioanalytical data, and mechanism of action
(MOA) of the dr ug; a toxicology summary, including toxicology
study design, findings, and data from
toxicology and toxicokinetic studies;
a full toxicology data tabulation; and
toxicology GLP [good laboratory
practice] certification.

“Outsourcing frees
up internal resources
for alternative
needs and enables
sponsors to work
with limited
dedicated internal
personnel.”
— Amy Lavelle
For an FDA NDA filing, clinical
data from human studies (Phase I–
III), which include safety and efficacy
results, are compiled and also include
drug product control, manufacturing,
and stability data. For an ANDA, bioequivalence results also are required.
While the United States has one
main body governing drug approval,
Europe has multiple agencies,
including the EMA, the Committee
for Medicinal Products for Human
Use (CHMP), and various national
health agencies. There are also multiple registration processes in Europe,
including centralized, decentralized,
mutual recognition, and national.
There is a two-step process similar
to the US, which includes the clinical trial application, approved at the
member state level, and the marketing authorization application, which
is approved at the member state and/
or centralized level.
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BioPharm: Are data from bioanalytical studies a factor in post-marketing of approved drugs?
Lavelle: Yes, post-marketing studies
are often important for optimizing the
drug’s use. For instance, drug-drug interactions, dose response, or safety studies
and mortality/morbidity studies. Other
post-marketing studies may be requirements set by FDA (post-marketing
commitments) to further monitor and
characterize the drug’s effects and safety,
such as in subpopulations.

OUTSOURCING
BIOANALYTICAL STUDIES

BioPharm: What are the benefits of
outsourcing bioanalytical studies?
Lavelle: The benefits depend on
the needs and resources of the sponsor.
These benefits can include, but are
not limited to, laboratory resources
including technology, expertise, and
experience; regulatory knowledge;
end-to-end support from trial design
to analysis to regulator y submission; dedicated support groups such
as quality control, quality assurance,
data management, report writing, and
statistical analysis; and time/cost
savings. Outsourcing frees up internal resources for alternative needs
and enables sponsors to work with
limited dedicated internal personnel.
Capacity and capabilities are often
drivers for outsourcing.
BioPharm: How can sponsor companies and CROs work together to gather
and present these data to regulators?
Lavelle: CROs can work with sponsors to ensure appropriate regulatory
guidance and testing are being followed
for data submission, as well as to help
to ensure data and reports are compiled
in an appropriate format for submission. CRO labs are subject to audits by
FDA, and they often have experience in
their interactions with regulatory agencies that can benefit the sponsor. Some
CROs have regulatory compliance staff
to work with the sponsor as they design
and execute their trials. ◆
www.biopharminternational.com
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Protecting Both
Intellectual Property and Progress
The Hatch Waxman safe harbor provision exempts otherwise infringing uses
of patented materials if they are in furtherance of a regulatory submission,
but the use of patented research tools may fall outside its protection.
EMMA FRANK

sasun Bughdaryan/Stock.Adobe.com

T

he goal of most biopharmaceutical companies is
to develop an FDA-approved treatment. But FDA
approval takes time, money, and often the use of patented materials for developing, testing, and screening new
drugs—which runs the risk of liability for patent infringement. The Hatch Waxman “safe harbor” provision exempts
activities that would otherwise infringe a patented invention,
as long as those activities are “solely for uses reasonably related
to the development and submission of information under
a Federal law which regulates the manufacture, use, or sale
of drugs” (1). And, according to the United States Supreme
Court, a “patented invention … is defined to include all inventions,” not just drug compounds (2). But this safe harbor provision is not without its limits.
The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
has held that “research tools … may not be covered” by the
safe harbor provision (3). These research tools are patented
inventions that are “used in the development of … regulatory
submissions, but [are] not [themselves] subject to the [regulatory] approval process” (4). How the courts approach the issue
www.biopharminternational.com

of research tools, therefore, has real impacts on the activities of
companies looking to develop drugs and patent holders who
want to enforce their intellectual property.

THE PURPOSE OF THE HATCH
WAXMAN SAFE HARBOR PROVISION

Understanding why the safe harbor provision was created is
important to understanding why research tools fall outside its
protection. The Hatch Waxman Act was enacted with the goal
of correcting two distortions to the term of a patent in the context of pharmaceuticals that are subject to premarket regulatory
approval. The safe harbor provision was an important part of
Congress’s remedy to this situation.
The first distortion comes at the beginning of a patent’s term,
as testing and other regulatory requirements may prevent a
patent owner from deriving commercial benefit during the early
years of patent protection. This distortion is corrected by providEMMA FRANK is an associate at Wolf, Greenfield & Sacks, P.C.
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ing term extension for patents claiming
products that are “subject to a regulatory
review period before its commercial marketing or use” (5). Under this statute, a
patent’s term can be extended by a period
of time that represents a portion of the
regulatory review period that occurred
after issuance of the patent, thereby giving the patent owner back a portion of
the time lost to regulatory approval when
they could not yet commercialize their
patented invention (6).
The second distortion comes at the
end of a patent’s term, when companies
looking to develop generic versions of
approved pharmaceuticals had to wait for
the patent to expire before beginning the
regulatory approval process—essentially
extending the term of the patent beyond
its expiration. The safe harbor provision
was designed to remedy this second distortion by “allow[ing] competitors, prior
to expiration of a patent, to engage in otherwise infringing activities necessary to
obtain regulatory approval” (2). Therefore,
a competitor can begin the regulatory
approval process—which may involve
otherwise infringing activity—even while
the patent is in force so that the competing product can come to market without
any delay after the patent expires.

USE OF RESEARCH TOOLS IS
NOT PROTECTED UNDER THE
SAFE HARBOR PROVISION

While cases have emphasized the breadth
of the safe harbor provision, the question
of research tools has been a trickier subject. In Merck KgaA v. Integra Lifesciences
I, Ltd., Merck funded research to develop
new integrin antagonists that could be
used to reduce tumor growth and used
Integra’s patented RGD peptides as
a part of that research (7). One of the
antagonists showed promise. But when
Merck sought to begin clinical trials and
the regulatory approval process, Integra
sued for patent infringement. The
Supreme Court held that “271(e)(1)’s
exemption from infringement extends
to all uses of patented inventions that are
reasonably related to the development
48

and submission of any information” to
the FDA, which “necessarily” included
preclinical research like Merck’s. The
Supreme Court distinguished this from
“basic scientific research” that was not
“reasonably related” to developing information for a regulatory submission. Yet
the Supreme Court determined that it
“need not … express a view about whether,
or to what extent, § 271(e)(1) exempts
from infringement the use of ‘research
tools’ in the development of information
for the regulatory process.”
Instead, that question was left to be
addressed by the Federal Circuit, which
it did in Proveris Scientif ic Corp. v.
Innovasystems, Inc. In that case, Innova
made and sold an optical spray analyzer
(OSA), which was not itself subject to
regulatory approval, but was used by third
parties in connection with FDA regulatory submissions to measure parameters
of aerosol sprays used in nasal spray drug
delivery devices. Proveris sued Innova for
infringement of its patent, and Innova
invoked the safe harbor provision as a
defense. Faced with the question of how
to treat a “research tool” like the OSA, the
Federal Circuit turned to the two patent
term distortions that the Hatch Waxman
Act sought to address. Regarding the
first distortion, it found that a research
tool like the OSA was not a “patented
invention” for the purposes of § 271(e)
(1). While such research tools may be
used in the development of FDA regulatory submissions, they are not actually
subject to FDA pre-market approval
(and therefore do not lose time for commercialization). And with regard to
the second distortion, because research
tools are not themselves subject to FDA
pre-market approval, there are “no regulatory barriers to market entry upon
patent expiration” (4). Innova therefore
was not the type of party that the safe
harbor provision was intended to protect.
The Federal Circuit seemingly
confirmed the holding of Proveris in
Momenta Pharms., Inc. v. Teva Pharms.
USA Inc. where it stated that “research
tools or devices that are not themselves
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subject to FDA approval may not be
covered” by § 271(e)(1) (8). Since then,
however, it has been up to the federal
district courts to use the framework of
Proveris to determine what is and is not
a research tool.

DISTRICT COURTS GRAPPLE
WITH RESEARCH TOOLS

Most district courts have agreed with
Proveris that research tools which are not
themselves subject to FDA approval do
not fall within the safe harbor provision.
In Allele Biotech & Pharms., Inc. v. Pfizer,
Inc., the Southern District of California
held that Pfizer’s use of Allele’s patented
“mNeonGreen product, which is a fluorescent protein used as a biological tag
in genetic engineering work” to “research,
develop, and test their SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidates” did not fall under the
protection of the safe harbor provision
because the tagging technology was not
subject to regulatory review (9). And in
REGENXBIO Inc. v. Sarepta Therapeutics,
Inc., the District of Delaware applied the
logic of Proveris to find that Sarepta’s use
of patented cultured host cells to make
recombinant adeno-associated virus gene
therapy products did not fall under the
protection of the safe harbor provision
because “the cells are not subject to any
FDA regulatory approval process” and
“Sarepta is not using the patented cultured host cells to obtain FDA approval
to introduce generic cultured host cells
to compete in the marketplace when the
[asserted patent] expires” (10). In contrast, in UCB, Inc. v. Catalent Pharma Sols.,
Inc., the Eastern District of Kentucky
held that Catalent’s use of UCB’s patented lacosamide compound (the active
ingredient in UCB’s FDA approved drug,
VIMPAT) for “manufacturing and testing services on lacosamide products” in
support of a customer’s anticipated FDA
submission fell within the safe harbor
provision (11).
The Southern District of New York,
however, declined to apply Proveris so
broadly in Teva Pharms. USA, Inc. v.
Sandoz Inc. Teva’s patents covered polywww.biopharminternational.com
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peptide markers “suitable for calibrating
chromatographic columns to measure
the molecular weight characteristics of
glatiramer acetate” (12). Glatiramer acetate is the active ingredient in the drug
Copaxone, but the patented polypeptide
markers were not themselves drug products or subject to FDA approval. The
holding in Proveris suggests that these
polypeptide markers would be considered research tools, and Sandoz’s use of
them to characterize the active ingredient of their generic drug for an FDA
submission should therefore not have
fallen within the safe harbor provision.
The district court, however, reasoned that
the holding of Proveris should be limited
to the facts of that case (i.e., where the
defendant is actively commercializing the
infringing product) and found that the
polypeptide markers were not research
tools and therefore fell within the safe
harbor provision. Other district courts
have explicitly disagreed with the reasoning in this case (see 9, 10).
Ask the Expert —
Contin. from page 50
text and the graphic; allowing anyone to quickly find the information
either in the process diagram or
the instructions.
Regarding the question,how
much or how little text is required
—there is no simple answer. It
depends on many factors, such as
the size of your organization, how
you structure your quality system,
or the expertise of your personnel. A company with a staff count
of five requires a different level of
detail and amount of text than a
company with thousands of staff
in multiple locations.
If you structure your quality
system such that the SOPs contain the “what to do” and the
Work Instructions (WI) the “how to
do” information, then the description for step 1 in the SOP can be as
short as:

www.biopharminternational.com

WHAT COMES NEXT

The split created by the Teva case has
not gone unnoticed. After Sarepta was
denied the safe harbor defense in the
REGENXBIO case, it filed a motion
for interlocutory appeal to the Federal
Circuit on the issue of whether Teva’s
interpretation of Proveris is actually correct (13). The district court judge denied
this request, which would have immediately sent the issue to the Federal Circuit.
The judge acknowledged that “there may
be room for appellate clarification on
the issue,” but Sarepta must wait “for
appeal following a final judgment in this
case” (14). Trial is currently set to begin
on Jan. 29, 2024, and Sarepta should, if
it so chooses, be able to appeal this issue
sometime in the spring of 2024. A final
decision on an appeal could be expected
sometime in 2025 or early 2026.
As the issue arises in more cases, it
is possible that further decisions might
provide more clarity (or complexity) and
provide an opportunity for the Federal
Step 1
Company quality and operational
management identify the need for an
audit and request the company audit
cadre to prepare for the audit.
Open the request in the audit management application following WI eyfds.
The audit preparation by the company audit cadre follows WI xyzzy.
Note: Typically, the need is identified
as part of a supplier assessment or as
part of a deviation
Note: The right to perform an audit
should be documented in the quality/
technical agreement with the third party
Note: The audit can be an on-site or a
remote (virtual or paper) audit

Circuit (or even the Supreme Court) to
revisit the issue of research tools. Until
then, Proveris remains the guiding light.
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Then go to Step 2
If, however, you pack the “what
to do” and the “how to do” all
into one document, then this will
become a large and more cumbersome-to-use document.
It is quite easy to change the
structure of your current SOPs
into this best practice one, every
time you need to revise an existing SOP. This allows your staff to
become continually more familiar with the new design and layout. And it should, iteratively, help
achieve consensus between your
departments as to the amount of
detail required. ◆
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Ask the Expert

Best Practices for Developing a Third-Party Auditing SOP
A process flow diagram can help create an agreed-upon
process flow for a third-party standard operating procedure,
says Siegfried Schmitt, VP Technical at Parexel.

Q:

During the periodic review of our
‘Third-Party Auditing’ standard operating procedure (SOP), the quality and the operational teams could not agree on the contents.
Some wanted more detail, others less. What best
practices can you recommend?

Siegfried Schmitt
is VP Technical
at PAREXEL.

• The description of the activities, roles and
responsibilities, and associated data and
documents are associated with specific
process steps.
Best practices take this into account. Thus, a
SOP shall be based on an agreed process flow.
Unfortunately, all too often process flows are an
afterthought when the SOP has already been written. It is rarely easy or even possible to create a process diagram based on existing text. The opposite,
however, is straightforward.
Let us therefore look at the example of your
third-party auditing SOP. First, you need to prepare a process flow diagram. A generic example
is given in Figure 1.
Based on this process flow, you can now
start writing, detailing the activities. As
you can see, the steps are numbered. This
numbering establishes a connection between the

A:

Quality systems evolve, and this evolution brings changes to the contents
of the documents, such as SOPs. The regulations do not demand effective and efficient
systems and instructions, but this of course
is in the interest of any company. They do,
however, require that activities that must
comply with the laws and reg ulations are
documented. Before starting to write any text,
please remember:
• All activities that form part of a quality
system can be described as processes.
• All processes can be described in a process
flow diagram.

Contin. on page 49

Figure 1. Process flow diagram for a third-party auditing standard operating procedure.
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